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Preface
This is a dog story, an absolutely and completely true story of a
sheep dog once owned by the author.
'The setting is the Triune Ranch in the Deep Creek Valley on the
Utah-Nevada state line, and the period is from 1923 to 1938.
T h e Deep Creek Valley is more fertile and better watered than the
surrounding areas, because on the east side of the valley is the Deep
Creek, or Ibapah, range of mountains - the tallest range in the Great
Basin. Storms brought by the prevailing winds from the west strike the
tall mountains and drop their moisture in the Deep Creek Valley.
This valley is also quite historical, because the Pony Express and
Ovelrland Stage ran through it in the early days. T h e acorn from which
the Triune Ranch grew was once an Overland Stage station, which
grew into a cattle and sheep empire extending into two states and four
counties. What you see on the map as the Goshute Indian Reservation
was once the Triune Ranch.
Kelley was a part of the Triune operation during most of its
growth. This is a story of love and affection of a dog for a man and a
man for a dog. If you like dogs, you will enjoy this book.
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The Arrival
Carl Gentry wanted to be alone. He liked to be alone where he
could think. He left the ranch mess house and walked out to the tie rail
just inside the big front gate. Leaning over with elbows on the pole and
chin between his t~vofists, he gazed a long time at the sunset. Somehox lie would make it. If he only had enough money. Someday he
would. There was an empty sadness in his lonely heart as he watched
the setting sun.
Suddenly Carl Gentry saw a small dark object conling directly
towardhim down the road from the west. As it came nearer and grew
larger, he decided it was a man on horseback silhouetted against the
sky. It looked as if the horse and the man wearing a large hat were
coming right out of the red clouds. As the horseman drew near and
turned in the wide open gate, Carl saw he Lvas riding a sorrel, and the
dying rays of the sun glistened on the flaxen mane and tail when the
horse switched it. The man was leading a much smaller black packhorse.
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When the horsen~anpulled his horse up at the tie rail and got off,
Carl noticed that on top of the pack o n the black horse there was
showing part of a gunny sack with a hole in it, and out of that hole
there was projecting the head of a black puppy that was yelping loudly.

"Well, haying is about to start in a few days, and I'm gonna need
some hay hands. What's your name?"
"Bill Kelley. "
"My name is Gentry, Carl Gentrj,."
"Well, guess I'd better see the foreman about that job."
"I'm the boss here; I own this place," said Gentry.
"Aren't you kind of young to have a place like this?"
"Old enough," said Carl Gentry as he looked the other man over
and decided he must be in his forties. "Better put your horses in that
rock stable for the night, anyway. Some of those horses loose in the
feed lot are pretty mean to strangers. After you put your horses up,
come on over to the mess house - that lumber building there."
Bill Kelley, carrying the pup under his left arm, led the two horses
over the bridge across the creek toward the rock stable. Carl Gentry
walked over to the mess house. He went in the back door and said to
"Tilly Beans," the cook, "Better set a place at the table. Suppose
you've got some grub left from supper. W e have a newcorner. Might
he pretty hungry."
Everyone on the ranch called her "Tilly Beans," because nearly
always she kept a big pot of beans simmering on the back of the large
kitchen cookstove.
When Bill Kelley came into the mess hall in the front of the
kitchen, Gentry said to him, "Long way from the last ranch you
passed, so guess you're pretty hungry. Sit down there and she'll feed
you (nodding at the cook). Better give her the pup and she'll give him
something to eat, some milk, maybe."
As Kclley sat down on the long bench, Gentry threw one leg over
the bench several feet further down the long table covered by white and
blue oilcloth. After Kelley began eating the beef stew the cook put in
front of him, Gentry said, "If you wanta stay until we start haying, I'll
give you a job pitching hay in the field."
"How much d o they pay?"
"I pay two dollars a day and keep. As I told yon, I own this place,
I'm the boss here," said Carl Gentry with an air of importance far

As the horseman dismou~ltedhe said, "Howdy, do you think
maybe I can stop here for the night?"
"Oh, I suppose so," said Carl Gentry, "but hey, what is that yo11
have on the pack making so much noise?"
"Oh, just a pup I picked up at the Adanls-McGill-Cleveland
Ranch in Spring Valley where I've been punchin' cows. I thought I
might make a good cow dog out of him - comes from good stock."
As h e was talking, the horseman walked over to the black packhorse, pulled the burlap sack up over the pup's head and untied the
short piece of clothesline rope around his neck. He lifted the pup off
the horse and put it on the ground. The pup - a snlall black ball of
hair - began scampering around and nearly ran under the saddle
horse. As the horseman grabbed him he said, "Hey, wait a minute,
you little fool, one of these days you'll get kicked or stomped to death."
While still holding the pup in his left arm, he said to Gentry,
"This little cuss has n o sense at all. Every time I put him down he runs
right under the horses."
Carl Gentry noticed the black pup had a strip of white down the
front of his face, brown spots over the eyes, light tan on the chest and
front legs.
"Looks like a nice shepherd pup," he said.
"Yeah, he's from some of the dogs Adams-McGill brought over
from Australia. Some call then1 American shepherd, but the foreman
told me the right name for the breed is border collie because they came
from Scotland, the south part of Scotland. Great sheep dogs, but also
make good cou. dogs."
"I'd like to stay overnight but what I really want is a job."
"Can you pitch hay?"
"Hell, yes, I was born in a hayfield."
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beyond his tender age of twenty-two years. "I can't pa!' you anything
until we start haying in a few days, but 1'11 feed ),ou and feed the pup
and your horses. You can do a few chores for yotlr keep."
"Two dollars a day?" said Kelley, shaking his head. "'Tain't
much. I was getting seventy-five a month punchin' cows for AdamsMcGill. Pitchin' hay is harder \i*ork- but guess I'll stay for a ~vhilc."
"Okay," said Gentry. "You got ).our o\vn bcdroll, I suppose?"
"Yeah."
"Well, n.lien you get through, put ).oiir bla~iketsin the bunkhouse. You'll find several empty bunks there. It's that log 1)uilding just
this side of the bridge."
Carl Gentry got lip and walked over to his oa,n house, a n adobe
structure that had once been a part of the Overland Stage station called
Eightmile Station, being eight miles west of the Deep Creek Station
down the valley.
During the nest five or six days Kelley fed the liorses, slopped the
pigs and did all of the chores except milking the cows. He did ahout as
much work as a man on steady pay. Gentry was glad to Invc thcse
services free, as he watched his expenses carefi~lly.He was building a
sr~lallfarm into a ranch and that takcs money and work - lots of hard
work - building fences, cleaning off sagebrush and plowing up land to
raise enough alfalfa hay to feed the horses, the milk cows a ~ i dsome
range cattle if the winter got hard. Gentry would have had Kelley
milking the cows, too, except that old "Happy Jack," his r e g ~ ~ l a r
choreman, objected to anyone else messing with his milk cows.
Kelley kept his little black pup tied u p at one front corner of tlie
bunkhouse. The other dogs on the ranch, a short-haired, black, southern foxhound called Dave, and one black and tan cow dog of t~nknown
ancestry, seemed c~iriousabout the s ~ n a l lpup, possi1)ly five or six
weeks old. Whenever he whined or yelped while the other dogs were
around, one or sonietimes both of them went oLrer, looked at him and
smelled him. Sometimes at night the pup whined or yelped loudly.
Whenever he did that, Bill Kelley got out of bed, took a rolled-up
newspaper, went out and smacked the pup several whacks, sometimes
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so hard the pup yelped even louder. After a feu nights the pup, it
seerns, 11ad learned that whining and yelping was not a good idea especially at night.
W h e n anyone 0 1 1 the ranch mentioned the ne\nsaddition to the
canine popillation, they referred to him as "the Kelley pup."
'I'he next several days passed slowl>.for Bill Kelley but Carl Gentry
was busy. He Lvas always busy - the first one o n the ranch to get up
and the last one to go to bed. 7'here was quite a bit to do to get ready for
haying. ?'he two niov\,inq n~acliineshad to bc oiled, greased, clieckcd
over, arid s e ~ ~ e r aofl the long sickle bar kni~;eshad to be sharpened
ready for a quick change whene\~erone got dull. 'l'he three wagoiis had
to ha\.e the boxes taken off and tlie hayracks made of pine poles lifted
u p o n the r u ~ ~ n igears.
~ i g l'lie hay derrick pulleys had to 1)c greased and
the big heavy derrick made of logs and poles had to I?e pulled and set
up where the first haystack would be built. Several sets of harness had
to be looked over to be sure nothing was about to break. A b r c kt1o w n
of an!rthing during the haying resulted in loss of time and getting all
cut hay into a stack before it got wet by some suilden summer shower.
It cost money, too, becatise all the wages went on and on a ~ i don, even
thougli only one or two nien worked to make tlie necessary repairs.
Gcntry had learned these lessons well during the previous t\vo
summers since he first started running this place. When he first leased
it, he was only twenty years old but h e told everyone he was twcl~ty-one
so he would be old enough to makc a lcgal contract. He felt very
in1portan.t. H e was important - to Iiimself, at ally rate - and hc
wanted everyone else to know he was important - especially since he
had made a contract to buy tlie 360-acre ranch - really only a farn.1and coulcl say, "I'm the I~osshere; I owri this ranch." It would be a
ranch s o l ~ ~ c d aafter
y he made enough inone), selling hay so he could
buy some cattle and maybe some sheep, too. Lots of good summer
range u p in the soutli niou~ltainsabout ten or fiftcen miles awa?..
Carl Ge~itryhad man! dreams, and h e was dctcrrnined to see that
they all came true.
'T'he place was called the Eightmilc Rankh from the n a m e of the
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old Pony Express and Overland Stage station. Gentry had decided he
would so~lledaychange it to a more romantic name, possibly the name
of the brand h e would choose when he had something to put it on
except the seven milk cows, four teams of horses, and the two saddle
horses he had now.
During the winter of 1922-1923 there had been more snow than
usual and so Spring Creek rail high that spring of 1923. Gentry had
been able to give his 120 acres of alfalfa a good soaking and now lie had
a really fine crop of hay to cut and stack. There would probably be at
least two hundred tons of hay in the stacks to sell next winter to feed
Idaho and Montana sheep that would come d o w ~ lto this part of
Nevada for winter range.
On Sunday, the 24th day of June, Gentry saw that the alfalfa in
the forty-acre west field had started to bloom. Those small blue flowers
told him that it was time to start cutting hay. O n Monday morning he
drove one mowing machine himself and put his own steady man, John
Valentine, on the other mower, because h e paid him only forty dollars
a month year around. The extra hay hands, such as Bill Kelley, would
cost him two dollars a day and keep.
Gentry had learned it doesn't pay to cut down too much alfalfa
hay at one time because if it rains, the hay spoils, and if it gets too dry
before the crew can stack it, that is not good, either, because it loses all
the leaves. So that day he and Valentine cut down only about ten or
twelve acres of tall, lush alfalfa, and the next day Valentine raked it
into windrows and bunches with the old hand-dump rake that had seen
many years of service.
While Valentine was raking the hay, Gentry got on one of his
saddle horses and went up to the Goshute Indian Reservation ten miles
away to hire the extra hay hands he would need. He needed a loader, a
"Jackson forkman," a stacker, a small boy to ride or lead the derrick
horse, two pitchers in the field and sonieone to drive the wagons back
and forth - an empty one to the field and a loaded one back to the
stackyard. So h e needed five Indians and a boy to make his full hay
crew, with Kelley as one of the pitchers in the field. He and Valentine

would start mowing and raking again as soon as the crew had almost
caught up to them.
Haying went along very well for several days but every time a few
clouds appeared, Gentry was afraid it was going to rain. H e gave
everyone five cents' worth of speed to get in all the hay that had been
cut and raked.
Bill Kelley proved to be a good workman and Gentry secretly
hoped Valentine might quit so he could offer Kelley a steady jol).
"Tilly Beans," the cook, a chunky little woman about forty, took a
special liking to the black pup and fed him all he could eat - somewhat to the detrinie~itof the other dogs.
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About the middle of September, after the second crop had been
cut, hauled and stacked, Bill Kelley decided he would go on to Idaho
where he was headed when h e first stopped here. After lie had saddled
his sorrel horse, now good and fat, and had put the pack on his black
horse, he said to Gentry, "I don't know nrhat to do about this pup. He's
a little big now to put up on the pack. His yapping and yelping would
drive old Nig crazy. He might follow along all right, but get pretty
sore-footed - might have to leaire h i m so~ileplaceor shoot him before
I get to Malad, Idaho. 1'11 give him to you. You can have him - make
a good cow dog someday."
"Oh, hell, I've got enough dogs. Can't hardly feed the two I have,
and not much use of them until I get some cattle. All I got now is the
seven milk cows."
"Well, then, I guess I'll take the pup down the road a ways and
shoot him."
"Oh, hell, no, don't do that."
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"Well, do you want him?"
"No, I don't want h i m , but I don't like to sce 1 . o shoot
~
liinl. Fie's
a nice little fellow - niight be a good dog so~ncday."
"Okay, >.oukeep him," said Bill Kelley as he s\vung 11p onto tlie
saddle, rode on out the big front gate and turned down the road leading
the black packhorse.
?'he pup was still kept tied u.ith a clotliesline rope at the corner of
the bt~nkhouse.Celltry ivalked over, untied the pup and petted h i m .
U p to now Ple hadn't paid much attelltion to the little dog. IiVlien
ChrntrY took the pup o\,er to thc mess house kitcllen, "'l'illy Beans"
made a hig fuss o\,cr him, arid the pup responded tvitli 1n11ch tailu a g g i ~ ~ body
g , wiggles and tongue kisses whene\,cr he got near e n o ~ ~ g l i
to her Iiands or face.
After Bill Kelley left, the pup Lvas allotvccl to I-un loose. k-ic u,as a n
energetic, exuberailt little ball of black f11r \vho seemed to enjoy life.
H c r o ~ i i ~ ~and
e d played alnlost all day long every da!.. Life was good, it
seenled.
'I'he Kellc), pup Eared tvell tlic following winter. At the urging of
'"l'illy Bea~ls,"old "Happy Jack," the cl~orenian,xilade a warm kennel
for hitn out of a big grocery box arid put it near the mess house back
door. 'I'he pup got the best of the table scraps, and if onc of the other
dogs cratvled into his kennel, "?'illy Bcans"
it out with a broom
handle.
Everyo~iewas glad when spring came in 1924. Some early lambs
U'CTC born whcn one of the sheep outfits tvas leaving for Idaho. T h e
herder gave them to "'l'illy Beans" - twel\~elittle orphan leppy lambs.
Gentry tolcl her she co~.ildraise them on cow's milk and later sell then1
for mutton to make herself some estra money. 7'hey ran loose around
the mess house. Gentry saw that the Kelley pup took great delight in
I ~ l a y i ~ with
i g the lambs. He barked at thcm, chased them, knocked
them down, and dragged t l ~ e maround b). tlie tail or one leg. H e was
rough on tliem!
One night at the supper table "?'ill?. Beans" said, "Yo11 kno\z that
Kelley pup, he's sure smart. O n e of n1y lambs died. I-.Ie found it and
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drug it over to the doorstep and then barked until I went out. Seems
like he just knew that lamb belonged to me."
A few nights later "Tilly Beans" said, "Two more of illy lambs are
dead - that Kelley pup has got to go or you'll have to tie h i n ~up. I
watched him. He plays with my lambs all day long. He just worried
two of 'em plum to death and then brought both of .them to me never saw anything like it. I swear, I'll kill that little cuss if you don't tie
him up or get rid of him."
That ended the Kelley pup's freedom for quite some time; he was
kept tied up night and day. The love affair between the black pup and
the cook was all over, but she did feed him enough to keep him alive.
That followi~lgwinter Gentry sold a lot of alfalfa hay to the Idaho
and Monkaria sheepmen who wintered their herds in the vicinity of his
ranch. He had money in the bank. H e was on his bray up. From one of
the ranchers at the lower end of the valley Gentry bought fifty head of
nice white-faced, two-year-old heifers and a !,oung bull. He felt very
important - he was now a "cattlemal~."His "l~ercl,"as he called it,
would soon eat up all the feed in the pasture there on the ranch where
he kept the milk comrs, so he and Valentine drove them up to Crow
Spring in the south mountains, about ten miles from the home ranch,
for the summer. Gentry decided to take the Kelley pup along and give
him a little training as a cow dog. Old Dave had spent most of his life
on a cattle ranch and was a pretty good heeler. 'The other clog was also
a good one. A good cow dog doesn't bark much. He sneaks up behind a
critter and nips it on the back of the hind leg. When a dog barks at a
cow, she usually turns around and faces the dog, and that disrupts the
drive, but a nip on the hind leg produces speed straight ahead.
When the drive had gone only a few miles up across Spring Creek
Flat, Gentry said to Valentine, riding a hundred feet or so off to one
side, "Hey, look at this little cuss. He's gointa be a good one. He's been
watching old Dave and Spike, and now he's nipping them right at the
heels and ducking down so they kick over him."
By the time the drive reached the grass-covered hills around Crow
Spring, it was nearly sundown and the men had quit calliilg the little

black dog the Kelley pup. Now he was just Kelley and he knew his
name when spoken to.
"Do you think they're gointa stay here?" asked Gentry.
"Well, I don't know. Good grass and plenty of water. They should
stay but cows are creatures of habit, you know," said Valentine. "As
soon as they get a bellyful they might decide to go back to the home
ranch where they was raised."
"Well, they'll probably come down by Eightmile, so we'd see
'em, but I'll ride up tomorrow and see how they're doing," said
Gentry.
T h e two men then rode home to the ranch.
T h e next morning, about a n hour after sunup, Gentry and the
three dogs with him met the cattle four or five miles below Crow
Spring, coming right across Spring Creek Flat headed for "honle."
Gentry set all three dogs on the cattle, turned them around and drove
them on up, on the run for at least a mile to let them know that
coming back down the valley meant trouble. He drove them clear back
up to Crow Spring.
That happened three times in the next few days, and after the
second drive Kelley was already a better cow dog than either old Dave
or Spike. Gentry was very pleased with the little black dog and petted
him frequently.
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fast, silent heeler worth mare than six men and a boy. Everyone loved
and petted Ini~n.He was a lucky dog and seemed to enjoy life to the
fullest, but his luck didn't last.
One day late in the fall of 1926, sonneone left the gate open and
the horses got into the haystack yard. Valentine set the dogs on them.
Kelley sneaked up behind a black mare named Kate, expecting her to
kick up over him when h e bit her heels, but she didn't. With her left
ear turned back and head turned to the left side, she kicked right along
the gro~und.Her big hoof with a n iron shoe on it caught Kelley right i11
the head. Valentine picked the little dog up from the ground, unconscious but still alive and his leg n~usclestwitching violently. Valentine
carried him in his arms over to the mess house and met Carl Gentry
coming out the kitchcn door.
"What's the matter - what's happened?" asked Gentry

Days of Joy and Sorrow
When Kelley was three years old, h e looked like a full-grown dog.
He was energetic and appeared to enjoy working. Gentry bought more
cattle and had selected his brand - a triangle with the sidcs curved
inward and the points rounded. He called it the "Triune," meaning
"three in one," and had decided to name his place the Triune Ranch,
which he hoped would someday be the headquarters ranch of a vast
cattle empire.
The cattle, about two hundred of them, had to be held up on the
south nlountains in summer until they forgot about their former range
and decided this is home. That usually takes nnost of o ~ i esummer.
During that summer of 1926, when Kelley was three years old, h c was
the prize cow dog of the ranch, and always went with whoever drove
the cattle back to the south mountains when they came down the
valley. Old Dave was getting well along in years, so he was usually left
at the home ranch while Kelley and Spike helped drive the cattle back
to the mountain range. Kelley would work for anyone and he was a
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"Oh, that black Inare Kate kicked him i n the head. He's still alive
but I don't think he's gointa live. She just about caved his skull in."
"Oh, my God."
"What shall we do with him?"
"Oh, my God. Well, here, take hini in the kitchen."

As the two men came into the kitchen with Valentine still holding
the dog, "Tilly Beans" became extremely excited. After Valentine had
explained what happened, she sat down on a chair and took the little
dog in her lap.
"Poor little dog, poor little Kelley," she said mournfully. T h e dog
started to regain consciousness, his body still trembling some. He
opened both eyes and sniffed as h e turned his head to one side.
"Go get that grocery box I put out back this morning. 1'11 make a
bed for him near the stove so he'll be warm."
She put the dog on the floor. He sat up on his haunches but acted
dazed and bewildered. After the box was brought in, the cook took a
blanket off her own bed in the small room next to the kitchen. She
folded it to fit inside the square box and left a lower depression in the
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center. Then she picked up the little dog and laid him in the blanketfilled box placed on the floor at o n e end of the big cookstove. He
curled up, became quiet and appeared to go to sleep.

"Go on, Kelley, go get 'em," said Gentry, but the dog only
whined and started to bark loudly. Several cows bellered for their
calves and turned around.
"Shut up, Kelley," shouted Gentry. "Good Lord, dog, have you
forgotten how to work?"
All during that drive Kelley never bit a heel. He obviously enjoyed barking, which slowed the drive and aggravated both Gentry and
Valentine. Whenever the dog ran u p near the cattle, barking, a cow
would turn around, put her head down to hook the dog, and Kelley
would grab onto her nose and hang on. Sometimes the cow would
swing her head violently to one side and fling the little dog sprawling
out into the sagebrush.
All this barking caused havoc with the cattle. Many cows would
beller for their calves, turn around arid face the direction from which
they heard the noise coming, thus alnlost stopping the drive. Gentry
and Valentine were unable to make Kelley stop barking. They tried to
send him home, back to the ranch, but he wouldn't go. Gentry just
couldn't figure out what had happened to the little black dog. He
simply would not get close to the heels of even a small calf. Both men
were glad when the drive reached the green grass-covered hills around
Crow Spring and the cattle could be turned loose. After watering the
horses and letting them crop grass for awhile, the men and the three
dogs started back to the ranch about dark.
Two days later when Gentry and Valentine, with a newly hired
cowboy named Bill Hannifelt, started for the mountains with a second
bunch of cattle, they tied Kelley up with a piece of clothesline rope and
left him home.
During the summer months that followed, Gentry took Kelley
with him several times to drive cattle. He always regretted it. T h e little
black dog, once a wonderful heeler, just barked loudly and always ran
around to the front end of any critter he attacked. If he got anywhere
near the rear end of a cow, barking loudly, she turned around to face
the dog and tried to hook him. This always made a scran~bledmess of
any drive.

Kelley was a very sick dog for several days but he had a good
nurse. "Tilly Beans" fed him several times a day after he started eating
again and often felt his hot, feverish black nose to see if it was any
cooler than the last time she felt it. Carl Gentry also petted the little
dog and felt his nose several times a day. Carl noticed that on the left
side of the dog's head there was quite a dent or depression. T h e skull
must have been fractured. Poor little Kelley! Gentry cut a hole in the
back door and nailed a gunny sack flap over it so the dog could go out
and come back in any time he wanted. H e always did come back into
the warm kitchen after going out for awhile, as it was cold. He had
never been a house dog, so had never been "house broke," but he
seemed to know the kitchen was not the proper place for him to answer
a call of Nature.
As time went on the dog's appetite increased greatly and finally he
seemed about normal. T h e box by the stove was removed and Kelley
was relegated to his old kennel near the back door.
Spring had come in all its glory when it seems the world is reborn.
It was time to take the cattle to the mountains and Gentry decided it
was time for Kelley to go back to work. Cows and calves brought up
from the meadowlands were turned out the big south gate and headed
for the south mountains. All three dogs went along. Gentry and Valentine were on their favorite saddle horses ready for the long drive of
about fifieen miles. T o give the cattle a good start the men set all three
dogs on them. Old Dave and Spike sneaked up behind the tail-end
cows and silently began nipping heels. Kelley hung back a ways behind
Gentry's horse. Carl called to the little black dog, "C'mon, Kelley, go
get 'em, sic 'em, go get 'em." It was evident the dog knew what he was
ordered to do but he did not go near the cattle. H e ran a few feet out in
front of Gentry's horse, looked back a t the man and whined.
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DAYS O F JOY A N D SORROW

During that summer and fall of 1927, whenever anyone drove
cattle anywhere, Kelley was determined to go along. When commanded to go home, he merely hung back for awhile with a hurt,
dejected look on his face. Soon he was right back up at the rear end of
the cattle and barking loudly. T h e men snapped their bullwhips at him
and sometimes hit the target. That long leather lash 11iust have stung
the little dog unmercifully, but still h e would not go back to the ranch
- only try to stay out of reach of the bullwhips. Men, w h e ~ ion foot,
threw rocks at him.
Kelley was kept tied up at the elid of the bunkliouse for days at a
time. He didn't have a friend on earth. "Happjp Jack," the choreman,
said, "Whenever a dog gets kicked like he did, lie's ncver any good after
that as a cow dog - never heels anything."
Valentine said, "Best thing to do with that dog is to shoot him."
"Naw," said Gentry, "remember what a damn fine cow dog he
was before that black mare kicked him. Maybe someday he'll forget it
and go back to being a good dog again. W e won't shoot him yet."
Late in the fall of 1927, when Kelley was about four years old,
some gypsies traveling in a Model T Ford camped beside the road in
front of the ranch house. Among them was a small boy about eight or
ten years old. He took a liking to Kelley, and the little black dog,
starved for affection, bounced around and romped and played with tlie
boy. At long last Kelley had found a friend.
The next morning when the gypsies were all loaded up, ready to
continue their journey on westward, Gentry said to the little boy, who
was down on his knees petting Kelly as the dog licked his face, "Do you
like that dog?"
"Oh, yes - I sure do!"
"Well, you can have him. I'll give him to you."
"Oh, gee, Mister, thanks - oh, gee."
A man wearing a faded blue shirt, dusty bib overalls arid a scraggly
beard walked over from the car. T h e little boy said, "Look - he's mine
- he give him to me - he's mine!"
"Naw," growled the man, "you can't 'ave 'im. We got n o place to

take a dog along - n o way to feed 'im, either. C'mon, get in the car."
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"Oh, no, no, no, no, he's mine. I'll find some way to feed him.

He isn't big. He can ride in the back with me."
"Naw, I tell you, you can't 'ave 'im. C'mon. G o get in the car."
He shoved the boy.
7'1ie little boy dropped down on his knees, wrapped his arms
around thc collarless dog and refused to let go.
"Okay, okay, we'll leave you here," growled the man as h e walked
away.
'I'lle little boy started to cry and Kelley kept licking his face. There
followed a loud and heated argument between the man and the fat
woman who filled more than half the front seat of the Model T.
Gentry had started to walk away twice but was still standing not far off
to see what was going to happen. Soon the man left the car, muttering
to himself words in some language Gentry could not understand, but
he was sure tlie mall was cursing. As he walked over to the boy and the
dog, he said in a loud, gruff voice, "Okay, okay, okay," followed by
cuss-words of some kind. He shoved the boy aside, grabbed the dog by
the back of the neck and picked hi111 clear up off the ground. When
Kelley yelped, the m a n put him under his left arm, walked over to the
car and flung the dog onto the fat woman's lap. The little boy climbed
from the left running board o ~ i t othe pile of luggage, bedding, tent and
camp stuff that filled the back seat and floor space up as high as the
back of the front seat.
T h e bearded man went to tlie front end of the car and began
spinning the crank. W h e n the car didn't start, h e said to the fat wornan, who had handed the dog hack to the boy, "Give it niore spark."
Tlic car still didn't start. As he kept o n cranking, he growled, "Give it
niore gas.
Suddenly the Model ?' coughed a couple of times and then the
engine roared. T h e man climbed over the solid, doorless left side of
the front seat. 111a few seconds the car was going up the road in a cloud
of dust.
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Gentry went back to the ranch house to get his gloves before going
to the west field, where the job of the season was clearing sagebrush off
new land to be put under cultivation to raise more hay so he could
raise more cattle. He said to "Tilly Beans," "Well, I got rid of Kelley.
When I saw that little gypsy boy petting him and playing with him, and
the dog licking the boy's face, I gave him to the boy. I thought he'd
have a good home - but I don't know now. 1'11 bet that man is a mean
cuss - might beat the poor dog to death."
About the 10th of November came the first snow. It was a light
storm, during which only about four inches of snow fell, but the
weather was so cold that none of it melted. One night after dark when
Gentry came in from feeding cattle, "Tilly Beans" said to him, "Kelley's back -he's a pitiful sight. I didn't know him at first. I heard a dog
whining at the kitchen door. When I opened the door, I thought it was
some stray, starved, sick mutt from someplace. When he wagged his
tail and whined and gave me that friendly little 'woof-woof bark like
Kelley used to do, I said out loud, 'My God, I think it's Kelley,' and
when I said the word 'Kelley,' he just about waggled himself to pieces.
It's Kelley all right."
"Where is he now?"
"Oh, I fed him and he's bedded down in his old box kennel. I had
to chase Spike out because he's been using it lately."
"Let's bring him in where I can look at him in the light."
"Tilly Beans" opened the kitchen door and called, "Here, Kelley.
Here, Kelley. "
The little black dog crawled out of the grocery box kennel and
came to her. She let him in the kitchen. When Gentry saw the dog, he
said, "Oh, my God, it's Kelley all right, but just look at him. O h ,
my God!"
The little dog's hair was rough, with no shine at all. In places it
seemed to stand straight out from his body. Gentry examined his feet
and found three of them blood-raw with deep cracks. The other one
looked very sore. When Gentry petted him, the miserable little dog
welcomed the friendly attention by licking the man's hands.

At the supper table that night, Gentry said, "Kelley's back. Very
poor and sore-footed - must have traveled a long ways with nothing
to eat."
Valentine said, "When then1 gypsies left here, it was pretty early
in the morning - probably didn't stop until they got to Ely."
"Yeah, and that's ninety miles from here," said Gentry. "Maybe
they took the dog further than that. But that bearded gypsy was a mean
cuss. He didn't want the boy to have the dog, so 1'11 just bet he got rid
of him the first chance he got - maybe just kicked hinl out and left
him someplace - but I don't know how he could find his way back, all
that distance and over three ranges of mountains."
"Well," said "Happy Jack," "dogs is pretty smart that way they're smarter than lots of people."
For several weeks Kelley was a n object of pity. "Tilly Beans"
fattened him up, somewhat at the expense of the other two ranch dogs,
and she chased the other dogs out of his grocery box kennel whenever
they got in it.
O n e day in January, cattle were moved from one feed ground to
another by Valentine and another man Gentry had hired to feed cattle.
When they came into the house, Valentine said to Gentry, "That
damn Kelley dog - we had a lot of trouble driving them cattle up to
the south field. W e couldn't make the dog stay home or keep still. He
just barked all the time and kept the cows and them short yearlings all
stirred up. I tried to rope him with my lariat but couldn't catch him. If
I had my gun along, I'd have shot him. Guess you'll have to keep him
tied up here at the house like you used to do."
"Okay. 1'11 get a clothesline rope and tie him up the next time we
drive any cattle."

T R A NSPTIO N

Transition
Carl Centry wanted to get rich. Sheepnlen Lvere making more
money than cattlemen, as the) got two crops each !.ear - a crop of
wool to sell in tlie spring and lambs to sell in the fall. His cattle outfit
Tvas gro\ving, but not fast enough to suit him. He decided that some
way or other he would try to get himself a herd of sheep. On thc east
side of the valley there was a range of high mountains where there was
too much larkspur poison for cattle, but good sum111er range for sheep.
If he had a herd of sheep, he could summer them on that east range
and still run his cattle on the south mountains. There were hundreds
of square miles of good winter range for sheep in the Badland Hills and
the Antelope Valley to the west.
l up to about 50 to 60
T h e winter of 1927-28 the price of ~ o o was
cents a pound; mighty good way to get rich if you had a good range for
sheep. ,4lmost every night before Gentry went to sleep he thought
about it. He should have at least two thousand sheep - two thousand
ewes - to be \vorth paying a herder and camptender for one winter
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herd and t~voherders for tlvo herds on the summer range. Ewes, even
older e\n.cs, were worth five. six or seven dollars a head. T h e ranch
wasn't paid for >.et - ho\i. could lle raise enough money, maybe
$10,000 or Inore, to buy a herd of sheep? Well, he could borrow on his
cattle. We finall! made up his mind. He had a few hundred dollars in
I-heEl), n'ational Bank. He would see what he could do.
Herds of sheep came dourn from Montana and Idaho to spend
the ~vinterin Eastern he\rada. In the winter, after snow came so the
shcep could eat snow for ivater, there were always se\:eral herds in the
Badlands and tlie Antelope Valle).. One cold day in Februar!,, Centry
got o ~ l t ohis favorite saddle horse, a big gray he called Ski Jumper,
because he jumped s o high in his !,ounger da!,s when he was a bucking
horse, and headed out into the Badlands to see i f lie could find some
sheep for sale.
T h e snow was about four or five inches deep, except where it had
blown off the tops of the hills leaving the ground bare. A cold north
wind stung the right side of Gentry's face and his right ear as he headed
\vestward. Ele believed tlie temperature must be several degrees bclow
zero. Only a few miles west of the ranch he saw a white speck on top of
a distant, barc, brown hill. He thought i t must be a canvas-topped
sheep wagon. That it was. W h e n he got near, lie saw smoke was
coming up out of the stovepipe sticking up from the top near the front
end, to the right of the slide door.
When Gentry rode up to the wagon, the door slid open and a
middle-aged man, with a heavy black beard and rather long hair, stuck
his head out.
"Hello," he said. "What can I do for you?"
"What outfit is this?"
"This herd belongs to Ccorge Carlson. I'm Carlson. It's my
otltfit."
"Well, I'm looking for some sheep to buy. Do you have any 5.011
want to sell?"
"Hadn't thought much about it, but I might. Get off. Tie your
horse up to the wagon wheel and come on in."
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Gentry was glad to get into the warm covered wagon, heated by a
small, square, sheet-iron cookstove just to the right of the door. He had
seen the inside of a sheep wagon before but had forgotten that the bunk
bed was across the back end with storage space underneath, and a deep
shelf over the top. There was a bench along each side over the wagon
wheels. O n the left side, when looking toward the door, was a square
cupboard, the door of which was hinged on the bottom and let down
for a table. After taking off his heavy mittens, his corduroy sheepskinlined coat and felt overshoes, Gentry sat down on the opposite side of
the wagon from Carlson and another man, who was probably Carlson's
herder. Gentry lost no time getting down to business.
"You see, I have a ranch over here a few miles, at the upper end
of Deep Creek Valley. I have some cattle but no sheep except a few
leppy lambs we use for mutton during haying time. I have some fine
high summer range for sheep, where there is too much larkspur poison
for cattle. I'd like to get me some sheep."
"Do you have any good alfalfa hay?"
"Oh, yes, I've got plenty of that."
"Well, I have a few drags I might sell. They're n~ostlyold biddies,
though. I should have culled them out last fall and shipped them to
Omaha. They might not make it through the winter, and if they die
out here on the range, all I get is the pelt, if we find 'em to skin 'em. If
you have hay to feed 'em, they'll make it."
"Oh, yes. As I said, I've got lots of that. How much do you want
for them?"
"Oh, I guess two or three dollars a head. A ewe with a full mouth
is worth seven or eight dollars or more, but I don't wanta cheat you. I
tell you, these will be nearly all gummers. Should have culled 'em out
last fall. You know how it is at fall branding when you're culling out
the old ewes to be shipped with the wether lambs. There in the mouthing chute comes along a nice fat ewe. You look in her mouth and are
surprised she has no teeth. Why is she so fat? Well, maybe she didn't
have a lamb to raise, or lost it early in the summer, or found a lot of
tender wild tobacco to eat. Anyway, you say to yourself, 'Hell, it's a

shame to sell a nice fat ewe like that for three or four dollars - she'll
make it through another year, give me five or six dollars' worth of wool
next spring, and a six- or seven-dollar lamb next fal1,'so you mark her
with blue chalk and she goes on out with the herd. I must have fifty or
sixty of those in this herd - maybe a hundred. Down here on this
desert, where they have to eat this hard, tough white sage a n d
shadscale, their bare gums get sore. They eat less and less, and every
morning when the herd leaves the bed-ground, they are the last ones to
leave and they are in the tail end all day, getting only what the other
sheep leave."
"Well, I'll buy them from you. How do we get them out of the
herd?"
"Can you drive them from here to your ranch?"
"I think so. It's only about four miles, just the other side of those
hills. "
"Fine," said Carlson. "Tomorrow morning when the herd leaves
bed-ground, we'll let them string out and leave the drags behind. T h e n
we'll cut off the tail end, count 'em, you pay me and drive 'em to your
ranch."
After a bit of dickering, the men agreed on a price of two dollars a
head. There was n o room at c a m p for Gentry to stay all night, as
Carlson and his herder took u p all the bed, and Gentry had no bedroll
with him. Anyway, h e would have to go back to the ranch to get his
checkbook and some roof h e had money in the bank. It was long after
dark when Gentry reached home. A nice warm house and a hot meal
"Tilly Beans" gave him seemed like heaven.
T h e next morning, long before daylight, Gentry and Valentine,
o n fresh horses, were headed into the Badland Hills. Carlson had told
Gentry to be at the sheep c a m p before sunup because in the wintertime
sheep might lie o n the bed-ground until after sunup, but sometimes
they leave at the very first sign of daylight, as they always do in the
summer. W h e n Gentry and Valentine reached the sheep camp, the
sun was peeping over the top of the Ibapah Range on the east side of
the Deep Creek Valley. Carlson and his herder were just finishing
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their breakfast. T h e sheep hadn't moved 18et,but they soon did. The
leaders headed off in a southwest direction, which was downhill toward
a white sage flat. About a hundred sheep lagged behind.
Carlson said, "Let's let 'e111 string out quite a ways. 1 u,ant to be
sure we got nothin' but drags in the tail end here. Don't want to let any
of 111y f~ull-mouthsheep go for an), two dollars."
After the herd had gone about half a mile, a small bunch was
quite a distance behind the rest of the sheep.
Carlson said, "Well, I guess all these arc drags. 'l'hey're either
gummers or sheep not doing so \\,ell and n~iglitdie on nie before
spring. Yo11 can have these for two dollar5 a head."
The men ran up and cut in aheacl of thc small bunch at the rear
end of the herd and turned t h e ~ nhack. Gentry counted them. Sixtytwo sheep. The herder got on his horse, tied to the feed wagon behind
the camp wagon, and \vent to turn the herd. Gentr),, Valentine and
Carlson drove the small bunch back to the wagon and then over the
first ridge to the east out of sight of the rest of the sheep. Valentine,
now on his horse, said he could hold the111 or move them on toward
the ranch ivhile Gentry went to the wagon to settle up with Carlson.
At the wagon, Gentr). showed Carlson his checkbook with a balance of $1,185, and then showed hirn the last month's statenlent from
the bank showing a balance of $1,250. He showed Carlson that since
that statement he had made out only two checks for a total of $65.
Carlson was satisfied and accepted his check for $124 for the sixty-two
sheep.
Carlson said, "You look like an ho~lestyoung man to me. I'll take
a chance on ya."
Gentry got onto the gray horse and so011 joined Valentine, who
was walking, leading his horse and pushing the old biddies slowly
toward the ranch.
He said, "Now, Carl, you can't pus11 these old gals alo~lgtoo fast.
They're not like cattle, you know, and furthermore, these are old drags
- poor stuff - and you gotta let 'em mosey along and eat a little as
they go, or else some of 'em are gointa give out on us before we even

get to the ranch. And belie\,e me, if an old sheep lays down on you,
you better just go away and leave her until she gets d a n ~ ngood and
ready to get up all by herself."
"Whcre did you learn so m u c h about sheep? I thought you were a
cowman?"

"Oh, hell, I was raised o n a sheep ranch up in Montana when I
tvas a kid. I know quite a lot about these damn things, and I don't like
'em, either."
It was onl). about four miles to the ranch but it took most of the
clay to dri\.e the sixt!r-two old biddies there. None of them lay down,
but the last ~ililewas pretty slow. l'hey were driven into one of the
cattle feed corrals, but the mangers were too high, so choice, tender,
third-crop alfalfa hay was placed on the ground along the base of thc
cattle mangers. Gciltry saw that h e must build some new mangers if h e
was going to buy old sheep and fatten them up.
7'wo clays later Gentry made another trip out into the Badland
Wills on his gray horse, looking for sheep for sale. The first two camps
lie canle to - 110 sheep for sale. T h e third camp, yes, but it was eight
or ten miles from the ranch - a long drive i11 one day for old biddies,
but he bought them; eight),-four head for $1.50 a head. T h e next day
he and Valentine had a hard time to reach the ranch before dark. For
awhile it looked as if they would have to leave the sheep, let them bed
down, and come back the next morning for what might be left of them
if coyotes found the11-1,but by pushing on and on, hard at the last, they
finally made it to the r a ~ i c habout dark.
Gentry decided he would have to find a better way. T h e first thing
he would have to do was to build some low mangers to feed the sheep
he bought. When the fine, tender, third-crop alfalfa hay was just piled
on the ground, there was too I I I U C ~waste. He had no lumber. Across
the calf pasture was a divider fence made of light poles. Gentry decided
he could get along without that fence, so tore it down and used the
poles to form a low manger all along two sides of the big feed lot.
About four feet from the fence h e placed three poles, one o n top of the
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other, held in place by cedar posts set in the ground on each side. It
made an ideal manger for sheep.

next camp. As they drove along the desert floor, Gentry said to Valentine seated beside him on the projection they had built out on the front
of the rack for a seat, "You know, 1'11 bet that fellow back there
wouldn't take a check because he doesn't own the sheep. He was going
to sell some sheep he has no right to sell and pocket the money. If he
takes cash, the owner would never know. He would think the shortage
in the number of his herd was due to winter loss on the range. I better
get a bill of sale for any sheep I buy from now on."
They reached the next camp just about dark. The head man there
agreed to take a check, so they put up there for the night. Gentry had
brought along hay and grain for his team and a teepee tent. H e and
Valentine ate supper in the sheep wagon with the herder and camptender. Later they put up the teepee tent on the south side of the camp
wagon as some protection from the cruel north wind. It was a cold
night and Ceritry thought of the many nice warm beds he had slept in.
T h e next morning, after some hot breakfast about sunup, the
sheep began to move off bed-ground. After the herd strung out quite a
long way, the four men cut off about fifty head at the tail end and drove
them back to the camp wagon. Valentine hooked up Gentry's team
and pulled the sheep-rack wagon over against a hill so it would be
easier to lift the sheep up onto the wagon bed from the hillside. There
were two long-handled sheep hooks at the camp. The men crowded
the sheep as close as possible to the wagon. T h e n a man would catch a
sheep by one hind leg with the sheep hook. Gentry or Valentine would
grab the sheep and leg it, or drag it, over to the side of the wagon facing
the hill and heave it up onto the wagon inside the rack. Those sheep
weighed from 75 to 100 or more pounds each. It was a high lift up over
the side rail of that wagon. That was hard work for even strong men.
After eight or ten sheep had been loaded, Gentry said to one of the
men at the camp, "Hey, how about letting us use those two washtubs
you melt snow in to water your horses as stepping stones to get u p a
little higher." T h e other man brought over the two washtubs leaning
against the camp wagon and laced them upside down beside the
wagon on the uphill side. That was a big help. T h e men changed off

His next problem was how to get old drags from sheep herds
several miles out to his ranch. He couldn't drive them in one day. A
two- or three-day drive would be a great hardship in extremely cold
weather without a camp wagon. Why not haul them? But how? H e
had one flatbed hayrack set on a running gear with wide-tired iron
wheels - just the thing for snow or mud if the ground thawed. He and
Valentine used some of the thin poles to build sides and ends on the
rack, high enough so the sheep couldn't jump out.
Gentry tried to run most of his cattle out on the open range all
year, but now in bad weather the "hospital herd" at the ranch - cattle
that needed feeding - was getting larger every few days. Old "Happy
Jack" did all the chores but the one extra hand couldn't feed the
"hospital herd" about four loads of hay a day without some help, so
Gentry hired another man to feed cattle while he and Valentine built
up a herd of sheep.
After the sheep rack was built, Gentry got on his big gray horse
and went hunting sheep for sale. Along the foothills on the west side of
Antelope Valley, about eighteen or twenty miles from the ranch, he
found four sheep camps where the men in charge agreed to sell him
drags - anywhere from twenty-five to a hundred head. Gentry had
becoiile a s~ilartertrader and refused to pay any illore than one dollar a
head. His sheep rack would hold about thirty to thirty-five head of
sheep, maybe a few more if they were crowded in pretty tight.
Gentry went back to the ranch, and early the next morning he
and Valentine, with the best work team o n the ranch hooked onto the
big sheep-rack wagon, drove out the front gate headed for the west side
of Antelope Valley. They took along a teepee tent and two big fat
winter bedrolls as .they would have to sleep out in the snow one night.
They could eat in the sheep wagon at each camp.
At the first camp they came to, the man at the wagon, who
seemed to be the boss, said, "No check." So Gentry went on to the
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catching sheep, but by the time they had thirty-five big, full-grown old
biddies on that wagon, all four men were pretty tired.
Gentry gave the head man a check for $35 and had him sign a
simple bill of sale Gentry wrote out. Then he and Valentine got on the
sheep-rack wagon and started down the bench for the bottom floor of
Antelope Valley headed for the ranch.
Valentine said, "Damn good thing there isn't much snow and the
ground is frozen hard and solid. If we had much snow or any soft
ground, this team couldn't pull this wagon with such a load on it."
As the miles passed by very slowly, Gentry made four decisions.
He would use a four-horse team o n all future trips. He would get in his
old Ford pickup, go to Ely and borrow $2,000 or maybe $3,000 on his
cattle - if he could. He would bring home $500, or maybe a thousand
dollars in currency so he could pay cash for sheep if some sheepman
refused to take his check. And he would buy at least two good sheep
hooks so he would always have along the means of catching drags he
bought.
Gentry did all four of those things and was very pleased to learn
that his credit was so good at the Ely National Bank, where he had
borrowed money three times and always paid it back before the note
was due. He borrowed $3,000, using his cattle as security, and brought
home in a suitcase $1,000 in currency con~posedof different-sized
bills.
All the rest of that winter Gentry and Valentine hauled drags from
northern sheep herds right up to the time they left Nevada to trail on
back to Idaho and Montana. By the middle of April Gentry had in his
feed yard and adjoining fields 846 old ewes, but most of them were
getting pretty fat on nice, tender, choice alfalfa hay. Only three sheep
had died from some unknown causes. All of them had been bred by
prize bucks and were heavy with lamb. He couldn't keep that many
sheep on the ranch all summer. He needed more sheep to have
enough for a range herd - at least 500 more - a thousand more
would be better. He still had $2,000 left from the money he had
borrowed. It was a long-time loan - eighteen months. Where could
he buy some more sheep - maybe some younger sheep?

Out near White Horse Mountain, about thirty miles northwest of
the ranch, he came to the canip of a herd that had started back north.
T h e man there said he had an outfit of three herds and he wanted to
sell some of the full-mouthed sheep, because his summer range in
Idaho was on a forest reserve and he had more sheep than he was
allowed to put on the reserve. Yes, he would sell Carl Gentry six
hundred head of sheep, run of the herd - young, old, yearlings,
however they come - for four dollars a head. He assured Gentry there
would not be many old ones among them - maybe too many yearling, but also many prime two- or three-year-old ewes worth seven or
eight dollars a head, all heavy with lamb. After looking over the herd
there before him on the bed-ground, Gentry decided he would take a
chance on the ages without mouthing the sheep. He rode back to the
ranch and the next day returned to the sheep camp with Valentine on a
buckboard with bedrolls, grub box and camp dishes. The next morning
when the sheep began to move off the bed-ground, Gentry insisted on
going up to the head of the herd. When the owner objected they would
be the very best sheep, Gentry said, "Now, look, Mister, I won't take
the tail end. You said the run of the herd. Now, we let 'em string out
and I take the run of the herd, however they come, or no deal - you
can keep your sheep."
After some bantering back and forth, they let the sheep string out
and then tried to count out six hundred before they cut the herd in
two. They had a few extra and had to gradually cut some back, which
was a hard thing to do with sheep out on the open range, because
where one goes they all want to go. Finally, they had six hundred
sheep off in a small bunch alone. They counted the sheep three times
until both men were satisfied. Then after giving the owner his check
for $2,400 and getting a bill of sale for six hundred sheep, Gentry
started driving the s~llallband toward the ranch as Valentine followed
driving the buckboard.
They camped that night at Antique Spring and the next day
reached the ranch. Gentry now had bought 1,446 sheep and had 1,443
after three had died. This was enough for a good-sized full summer
range herd. He was in the sheep business.

GROWING PAINS

Growing Pains
All these fourteen hundred northern ewes had been bucked to
begin lambing about the first of May. That would be too many sheep
to be lambed at the ranch - not enough separate pens, corrals or small
fields. Gentry knew he would have to lamb his sheep out on the open
range. He had an ideal lambing ground about ten miles long, all along
both sides of Spring Creek that came down across Spring Creek Flat
above the ranch, where there was good feed for sheep - large patches
of white sage and what the locals called "horsebrush," a short, bright
green brush with long tender sprouts.
At breakfast one morning Gentry said to Valentine, "I'm going to
Ely to see if I can buy a sheep wagon someplace - maybe in Spring
Valley - several sheep outfits over there. Better have a camp wagon if
we're gointa lamb these sheep out on the range. In a few days you and I
are gointa be pretty busy lambing."
"No, not me," said Valentine. "I hate sheep and I want nothing to do with them. I helped you get these in to the ranch but that's as
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far as 1 go. No lambing for me. You have to be crazy to lamb sheep. If
you're not crazy when you start, you sure as hell are gonna be crazy
when you get through. 1'11 stay with you and work your cattle but no
sheep." His protest sounded final, so Gentry did not try to change his
mind.
Right after breakfast Gentry got into his Ford pickup and started
for Ely, ninety miles away, to look for a sheep wagon and one or two
sheepherders to help him lamb his sheep. He stopped in Spring Valley
on the way and at the third sheep ranch he went to, he found a rather
old sheep wagon he could buy for a hundred dollars. The running gear
did not look so old and the wheels were solid with thick, wide, iron
tires. Some new linoleum could be laid on the floor and, if necessary,
a new cover could be put on later. Gentry bought the wagon. The
ranchcr offered to sell him a pretty good team and harness for fifty
dollars more, so he bought those, also, saying he would bring a man in
a few days to pick up the team and wagon.
Gentry knew that in Ely there were four small Basque hotels
where herders and camptenders spent their "fandango time." Some of
then] may be unemployed or willing to change jobs. He reached the
first Basque hotel on Aultman Street, just at the east end of town, after
dark and put up there for the night. At the third Basque hotel he
contacted the next day, "Mrs. Landa's Place," he found John Aristoga,
a French Basque, about forty years old, who had been herding sheep
for the Romel outfit in Snake Valley. He had with him a younger
brother, Tony, about twenty-four years old.
John said to Gentry, "Yeah, ~ e a h ,I want job, but my brudder,
too. He got to go where I go. Just come from Old Country. No speaks
English. Romel, no job for Tony, so I quit. How much you pay?"
"I pay same as others, $90 a month for herder and $75 a month
for camptender. Can Tony tend camp?"
"Ah-hah, yes, good cook."
"Can h e herd sheep, too?"
"Ah-hah, yes, herd sheep in Pyrenees since little boy. Good
herder."
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Gentry hired the two Aristoga brothers and that day took them
and their bedrolls to the ranch in Spring Valley where he had bought
the team and sheep wagon. The three remained there that night,
Gentry sleeping in the ranch house as a guest. The next morning he
put John on the sheep wagon to drive the team, and suggested Tony
ride with him in the pickup, but Tony preferred to remain with his
brother, John, as he could not speak English. Gentry went ahead in
the pickup and stopped at each fork of the road until the wagon came
up so John would not get lost. By noon they were out of Spring Valley
into Antelope Valley, and from there on there was only one welltraveled road leading straight on to the Triune Ranch. Gentry was sure
John could make the rest of the trip without guidance, so he went on
with the pickup and was soon home hearing about things that had gone
wrong in his absence. The sheep wagon and two Basques arrived at the
ranch about dark.

T h e men al~owedthe herd to spread out and graze as they ambled
along and reached the bed-ground about sundown. T h e sheep were
restless that night and SO the men took turns night-herding until far
into the early hours of the next day. When daylight came, Gentry
found three lambs had been born during the night. Four days later
lambs were being born by the dozens, and a few days after that by the
hundreds. Gentry and John were running two saddle horses to death,
and Tony was tending sheep when not cooking meals and washing
dishes or feeding horses.
"You gotta have more men," said John to Gentry. "More men to
keep the little bunches apart until their mudders know der lambs maybe you need three or four more men -two anyway right now and
more later when we have more little bunches."
Centry had his Ford pickup at the camp and had been driving
back to the ranch each night to sleep. The next day he went down the
Deep Creek Valley and was able to hire two local young men to help
lamb out his sheep.
"Dogs - dogs - we have to have dogs," said John Aristoga.
"Nobody can herd sheep without a dog. Sheep pay no attention to ya,
and coyotes gonna eat up half yer lambs."
Gentry took Spike and old Dave up to the sheep camp. They were
far too rough. They didn't know anything except how to drive cattle
and bite their heels. They lamed every sheep they bit.
"How 'bout the dog you said was no good for nothin'? What kinda
dog is he?" asked Aristoga.
"Oh, he's a crazy damn dog - barks all the time."
"Well - good sheep dog barks when you tell 'im. I stop him from
bark - tie mouth shut."
Gentry took Spike and old Dave back to the ranch and brought
Kelley out to the sheep camp. When John looked at him, he said,
"Ah, looks like good sheep dog - good kinda dog - good feet, good
body. W e try him."
Kelley found these little helpless woolly animals fair game. The!'
couldIl't either kick him or hook him. When John tried to have Kelley

The next day Gentry and the two Basques moved the sheep wagon
up to a place John Aristoga selected beside Spring Creek for the first
lambing bed-ground. That was about two miles above the ranch. Both
of the work horses Gentry had bought were broke to ride, so they took
only one saddle horse, and after setting the camp wagon, all three men
rode back to the ranch, where they loaded hay and grain on the one
regular box wagon Gentry had. He would use that as a commissary
wagon for supplies and feed for the team and extra saddle horses. Tony
was told to drive that rig up to the sheep wagon.
Gentry opened the south gate of the feed lot. Valentine and
"Happy Jack" helped John and Gentry drive the sheep from a n adjoining field and the feed lot out onto the open range and start them up
country toward the camp wagon. John said to Gentry, "How many
dogs you got?"
"None - I don't have any sheep dogs. I have two cow dogs and
one dog that's no good for anything."
"Ah-hah, ugh, no dogs! You gonna have a helluva time lambing.
No dogs? Christo da mio."
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turn a small bunch of ewes and lambs, the dog, barking loudly, ran up
to an old ewe so heavy with lamb she could hardly run. H e grabbed her
by the right flank where the wool was very short and tore a big gash in
her side - so big a gash part of her insides fell out and the sheep had to
be killed. That was the end of Kelley as a sheep dog for the time being,
Back to the ranch he went and Gentry was about to let Valentine take
him down the road and shoot him, but decided, "Not yet."
One morning as the men were eating breakfast before sunup,
John Aristoga said to Gentry, "Down there that Rome1 outfit in Snake
Valley, I have good dog named Bobo. He's mine. I raised him from
pup. When I leave, I tell other herder named Angelo I leave my dog
with him. If I no come back, he can keep dog, but if I get another job,
I want my dog. I come get him or send for him. W e sure need dog!
Maybe you go get me my dog?"
John wrote out a note to Angelo in Basque and gave it to Gentry,
who got into his Ford pickup and went over a hundred miles to a ranch
in Snake Valley to bring back John's dog Bobo, who proved to be a
splendid sheep dog and made the lambing work much easier.
That lambing season Gentry learned that most sheep outfits shear
before lambing, as fewer lambs are then lost because they c a n more
easily find the source of milk. He decided that next year h e would
shear his sheep before lambing. He also learned why so many men
hate sheep, and was pleased when near the end of lambing John
Aristoga said he and his brother Tony would like to lease this herd of
sheep from Gentry on shares, two pounds of wool per sheep delivered
to Gentry at shearing time, and twenty wether lambs per one hundred
ewes delivered to Gentry in the fall each year at shipping time, the
herd to be maintained at the same numbers and ages. It sounded good
to Gentry. He would be relieved of all the trouble and headache of
running the sheep but still receive a definite share of the profit. He
would have all the wool from this year's shearing a n d all t h e lambs
from this lambing. Gentry, of course, would have to pay the taxes on
the sheep, but the assessors never counted range sheep and the taxes
wouldn't be very high. The range was free. The Aristoga brothers

would have the trouble 2nd expense of running the sheep on the range
all this summer alld next winter. They would a]so have to take the
sheep to a shearing corral now lambing was over, Gentry m,ould pay
t h e cost of shearing. T h e Aristoga brothers' first profit would come at
shearing time next spring. Fine. It was a deal. Gentry wrote out a
pen-and-ink lease to r u n five years, and all three men signed it,
Both John 2nd Tony Aristoga were quite well educated in their
native Basque language, and John could read and write English well
e n o u g h to get along. l ' h e lease included the camp wagon, the team
Gentry had bought with it, but the Aristoga brothers had to buy a light
wagon for a conimissary rig and an extra saddle horse with a pack
saddle for the summer range.
Gentry let the Aristoga brothers store their supplies and sheep salt
a t the ranch and really use the ranch as a headquarters base. During
t h a t summer of 1928, on three different occasions, Gentry \vent up to
t h e sheep camp and counted the sheep off bed-ground in the morning
to be sure the Basques were not selling off any of his sheep or losing too
m a n y of them. Finally, he was satisfied the Aristoga brothers were
honest and were taking good care of the sheep. All went well that
s u m m e r , fall and winter, and the whole year of 1929, as well as the
spring and summer of 1930. Then in September 1930, right after the
sheep canle down to the foothills from the high mountain summer
range, disaster struck. John Aristoga, who now had a Dodge pickup of
his own, left Tony with the sheep and went to Ely. On the way back,
just out of town, he had a head-on collision with another car and was
killed. Gentry went out to sheep camp to tell Tony, who could now
speak some broken English. He didn't want to stay with the sheep. Carl
Gentry suggested he should take a few days off and then come back to
c a m p . Gentry would herd the sheep while Tony was gone to his
brother's funeral. Gentry tried to convince Tony he should find himself another Basque for a partner and go on with the sheep lease.
"No!" T o ~ l y lmind
s
was made up. He got on the one saddle horse
a n d left. H e didn't even ta.ke his bedroll or a blanket, and said he would
never be back. Gentry never saw him again.
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The two summer herds had been combined into one big herd of
about three thousand ewes and maybe two thousand lambs - too
many. A winter herd should not be over three thousand sheep. A larger
herd produces too many "drags."
Gentry had to stay and herd his own sheep until he could hire a
good herder and camptender. There was plenty grub in the camp
wagon and both the workhorses used to pull the wagon would ride, so
he was not on foot, but after thinking the situation over, he decided he
couldn't stay there alone with about five thousand sheep for more than
two or three days, so that night he left the sheep alone on bed-ground
and drove down to the ranch, about ten or twelve miles away. He
brought back to camp in his Ford pickup a middle-aged man, a Swede
named Olson, who had been working for Gentry in the hay field. He
said he'd be glad to take a job as camptender.
The next day Carl Gentry, cattleman, found himself a fullfledged sheepherder - somewhat to his regret and displeasure. He was
used to getting up early on the ranch but not before daylight. These
cussed sheep - even before there was a speck of light in the east they
would leave bed-ground. They seemed to know that in a few minutes
there would be a streak of dawn. The herder had to be ready to leave
when the sheep left, even without any breakfast or only after gulping a
cup of coffee as he went out the sheep wagon door. Carl Gentry really
didn't know much about herding sheep. He had a lot to learn. That
first day he let them spread so far and wide, he had a hard time to
reassemble them into a reasonably solid herd.
John Aristoga's good sheep dog Bobo and another dog were there
at the camp. They did not seem to understand English. Bobo knew his
name and pricked up his ears and looked at Carl Gentry with undivided attention whenever Carl spoke his name, but beyond that he
did not seem to understand any English words at all. Neither did the
other dog. Apparently the Basques had always given the dogs orders in
Basque. That first day when the sheep had spread out so far and wide,
Gentry tried to send the dogs around to the far side of the herd to turn
the leaders back. He waved his right arm in a half circle and said,

L d ~ o baround
~
that side - turn 'em back." Instead of doing that, the
m o dogs ran right up through the middle of the herd and split it into
two bunches, wide and far apart. Gentry kept shouting for the dogs to
stop and come back. Instead of obeying him, they went on faster and
farther and started to bark loudly, which sent the sheep scurrying in
t w o directions away from the wide open space in the center of the herd.
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Gentry was herding on foot and ran himself all out of breath,
trying to run around first one side of the wide-spread-out herd and then
around the other side in order to push the two bunches together to
form only one herd of sheep. The dogs came back to Gentry. He
started cursing them. Robo stood looking at the man. The dog's ears
were up at attention and he twisted his head from one side to the other
a s a curious pup will do when he hears a squeaky door or squeaking
n~auseT
. h e n suddenly both dogs started to bark and ran along the left
side of the herd. When the dogs finally came back to Gentry, he
whipped them both, one after the other, by holding a fistful of fur at
t h e back of the dog's neck with his left hand and slapping the dog's nose
right and left with his right hand. He hit them so hard that each dog
yelped when beaten.
After Gentry let go of the second dog, the two dogs stood a few feet
off for awhile and looked at him, then Bobo turned and started off on a
d o g trot down the flat through the short sagebrush and the other dog
followed. T h e dogs probably thought, well, if you're that kind of a
fellow, to hell with you. Gentry never saw the dogs again.
During the next few days whenever Gentry gave a loud, long
whistle or loud yell, the sheep within hearing would abruptly turn back
toward the center of the herd. They probably expected the dogs soon
after such a whistle or yell. Gradually the sheep paid less and less
attention to whistles and ~ e l l s .Finally they paid no attention at all.
Gentry could whistle his mouth sore or ell his voice weak; the sheep
just kept on going in the direction they were moving. He found that to
t u r n the herd in any direction he had to run up in front of the sheep
himself. He found it almost impossible to herd these some three
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thousand ewes and possibly two thousand lambs on foot, and had to
use a saddle horse all day.
The sheep hadn't been corralled since John died and ?'ony left.
Gentrv hadn't been able to get a very good count on then1 out on the
range. He didn't know exactly how many sheep he had now. Sometinles he wished he didn't have any!
One daSp the carnptender Olson was going to the ranch for
supplies. Gentry said to him, "When Y O U c o n x back tonlorrow, bring
out that Kelley dog. He's not doing anybody any good tied up most of
the time." Alld so it happened Kelley was taken to the sheep camp for
the second time when he was seven years old and had lived more than
half of his life's expectancy. The night of his arrival at camp, Gentry
gave him a good meal of cooked mutton and table scraps. He sat on the
wagon tongue and talked to the little black dog and petted him. ''Kelley, you little devil, I'm gonna make a good sheep clog out of you."
So pleased with this friendly attention, the affection-starved dog
wagged his tail so hard he just about kinked his back.
Kelley's joy was short-lived. The next morning, soon after the
sheep left bed-ground, he killed another sheep. When Gentry yelled at
the sheep to turn them, Kelley ran up to an old ewe and made such a
vicious attack, he tore her throat so wide open the sheep had to be
killed. Gentry was so furious he called the dog to him, grabbed the hair
on the back of the dog's neck and beat him as he had done the Basque
dogs. He was afraid Kelley would leave him, so he took the long piece
of rope Olson had brought to camp with the dog and tied Kelley to one
wheel of the camp wagon, where he remained for the next three or
four days.
Those cussed sheep! They paid no attention to Gentry. He could
whistle and yell all he cared to. He could almost ride over the top of
them with his saddle horse, but they still went on in whatever direction
they were headed. He often thought of John Aristoga's words, "Nobody
can herd sheep without a dog."
One day the herd was down near the main road from Ely that ran
past the ranch. Gentry saw dust on the road a few miles to the west and

w a s sure it was solme ~'ehiclecoming along the road. He \vanted to send
a message to the ranch, so he galloped his horse down to the road
stopped the car as it came along. The driver was Martin Angelo, sheep
foreman of the Tippett Land & Livestock Company -last ranch at the
south elid of Antelope Valley. Gentry knew Martin Angelo well. He
h a d a dog in the front seat beside him.
"Ili, Martin," said Gentry, raising his right hand. "1 guess you're
p i n ' down the valley?"
"Yeah."
"Well, I'd like to scnd a message with you down to my ranch, the
T'riune. It's the next ranch on down, you know."
"Yeah, I know."
"Well, please tell my man Valentine if he's there, and if he's not,
t h e n tell the cook to tell him to have two more saddle horses ready for
my carnptender when lie comes in tomorrow or next day. Hey, what
dog is that you got there? Is that Smokey?"
"Yes, this is Sniokey."
"How conle? Is he sick or something?"
"No, I'm goin' to Tooele, maybe 011 to Salt Lake City for a
fandango. 1'11 be gone about two weeks, maybe three, and I was afraid
t h a t big Airedale over at the Tippett Ranch would kill Smokey. They
fight all the time."
"Well - u h - what are you gointa do with the dog while you're
in town?"
"Oh, I guess I'll ask some farmer near town to keep him for me."
"Oh, my God! Leave him here with me. You gotta come back
t h i s way. Pick him up on your way back. I'm trying to herd these damn
s h e e p without a dog and I'm having a helluva time. I know all about
Smokey - great dog! He's won the sheep trials in Spring Valley ta.0
years now, isn't that so?"
"Yeah."
"Well, leave liini with me. I'll take real good care of him."
"Uh - I don't know. Those Basques who ran your sheep put out
a lot of coyote poison on this range."
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"Have you got a muzzle for him?"
"Yeah."
"Well, I'll keep him tied u p and put the muzzle on him every
time I turn him loose."
Gentry was able to talk Angelo into leaving his famous dog, the
muzzle and a long piece of clothesline rope. Gentry had a little trouble
holding the dog as the car drove away in a cloud of dust. He was afraid
the dog might run away if loose, so Gentry led him or1 the end of the
rope almost two miles back to his camp wagon, and tied Smokey and
Kelley to wheels on the opposite sides of the wagon with ropes short
enough so the dogs could not fight.
Gentry knew that Smokey, like most good sheep dogs, would
work for anyone, but he suspected h e might be a bit choosy as to who
h e really made friends with. For two days he kept Smokey tied up and
spent as much time as he could petting and feeding the dog.

The little brown dog ran close to the sheep all up the right side
and across the south end halfway round the herd, barking furiously. Then he returned, coming back the same route, barking all the
way. T h e startled sheep turned and ran in such hurried confusion
some of them stumbled over brush and kept o n running for a hundred
feet or so.
"Now, damn you, you're gointa know it means something when I
whistle or yell at you."
When Smokey came back, Gentry was so pleased with him, he
got down on his knees to pet the little dog and almost kissed him.
In three or four days Gentry had his herd quite well trained to
mind his whistles and yells. "God bless Smokey."
It seemed possible Kelley could learn a few things from Smokey,
but Gentry was not willing to take a chance on him without some
precaution. He had only one muzzle and had promised to keep that on
Smokey at all times when the dog was not tied up. It was a rather large,
loose, wire contraption. T h e dog could open his mouth wide enough
to bark, but he couldn't eat anything and so could not pick up any
poison bait out on the range. Gentry and Olson fashioned a sort of
muzzle for Kelley out of clothesline rope and hemp cord. They tied his
mouth so shut he couldn't bark and he couldn't bite a sheep.
T h e next day Gentry took both dogs out with the sheep. Kelley
had a hard time panting with just the tip of his tongue sticking out. He
tried hard to scrape the rope contraption off his head with his two front
paws, but was unsuccessful. For awhile it seemed from the noises he
made, he might smother or choke or strangle. Gentry made him leave
the thing alone and after awhile he seemed to be getting along better
with it. O n e thing for sure - h e couldn't kill any sheep with this net of
rope tying his mouth shut.
Kelley watched Smokey and appeared extremely interested in
whatever the brown dog did. Gentry purposely did not order Smokey to
"talk to 'em," because Kelley couldn't bark and seemed to almost
strangle when he tried. Gentry, however, worked Smokey more than
necessary because Kelley always followed h i m and did whatever he saw

The third day Smokey was taken out with the sheep, with Gentry
o n foot holding one end of the rope with the other end tied around the
dog's neck. The dog seemed very happy. Gentry felt quite sure he
would not run away, so late in the afternoon he took the rope off the
dog's neck. That spring Gentry had watched Angelo work Smokey at
the dog trials in Spring Valley. H e recalled the orders Angelo gave the
dog when he was sent around t o turn the herd back or to one side. He
also remembered how Angelo had used his coat to signal to the dog the
direction he should go to find a small bunch of sheep on the timbered
hillside where the dog could not see them. He also remembered that
Smokey never barked unless Angelo said in a loud voice, "Talk to 'em,
Smokey; give 'em hell."
O n e side of the herd was headed westward, to Gentry's right, and
traveling quite fast. Gentry gave a loud whistle and then a loud yell.
T h e sheep paid no attention to him.
He said, "Okay, you damned woollies, now you're gointa learn
something." With a wave of his right arm he said, "Here, Smokey, up
this side. Talk to 'em, Smokey. Give 'em hell, Smokey."
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Smokey do. That Kelley dog was sure a smart o11c and was getting a
sheep dog's college education.
The third da). Smokey was left tied up at the wagon and Ke]ler
lvas used alone to turn the herd hack from the right or the left and back
from the frollt end. He didn't try to bite any sheep SO the rope nluzzle
was taken off. The two dogs were used together. Gel~try,with a sweep
of his
arm, said, "Smokey, around this side - talk to 'em -give
'en, hell." The brown dog ran along the edge of the herd barking as he
ran. Kelley followed barking as lie ran. Later Kelley could d o it a]] by
himself when Gentry said, "Here, Kelley, u p around this side. Talk to
'em. Tell 'em you're Irish. Give 'em hell, Kelley."
When he came back, sometimes still barking, Gentry would say
loudly, "Shut up now." The dog would mind but he looked hurt,
almost as if he had been scolded or even whipped. It seemed that dog
just loved to bark.
Bv the time Angelo came for his famous dog Smokey, Kelley was
ready to graduate from sheep dog college, althougli, just like most
college graduates, he learned many things after that, as the months and
years went b y .

Mouthing and Shipping
It would soon bc t i ~ n eto take the sheep to the ranch to pull out all
the wether lambs and old gummers to be sold to some lamb buyer,
who would ship them to Omaha or Chicago stockyards. At the ranch
there was no sheep mouthing and separation chute - one would have
to b e built. As soon as the herd was on bed-ground one night, Gentry
asked O l e to herd the sheep the next day. He got into his Ford pickup
that had been sitting beside the c a m p wagon and drove to Ely that
night, intending to hire a sheepherder the next day and get back to
camp before night. He made it and was back before dark with a
middle-aged Basque named Pete Anacabe, and his dog, a rather small
bitch h e called Maria. She was a light brown dog, almost the same
color as Smokey. Pete said she was one of Smokey's pups. Many
sheepherders took their dogs along with them from job to job. Gentry
was pleased to have this extra dog a n d he was glad it was a female so she
and Kellep wouldn't fight. Maybe Kelley would find himself a wife,
and also continuc his education.
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Gentr), left the new herder at the camp with Ole arid went to the
ranch. On the way down hc picked out a place oil Spring Creck, about
b o nliles above the ranch house, where lie would build a shearing
corral before shearing time nest spring. Be damned if he was going to
wait his turn to get his sheep into the shearing corral at Tippctt or down
at the Deep Creek corral as the Basques had done.
The next day at the ranch Gentry, Valentine, old "Happy Jack"
and the extra ranch hand tore d o w ~ the
l rest of the pole fence across the
calf pasture and built a mouthing and separation chute along one side
fence of the largest cattle corral on the ranch. 'I'liey put a cross fence in
the next corral, cutting it into two separate enclosures. At the end of
the chute they built a dodge gate 011 leather hinges nailccl to a cedar
post in the center of the chute. W h e n a sheep came along the chute,
which narrowed at that point, if a man shoved the gate ovcr to the left
side, the sheep went out into one of the two enclosures; if he shoved
the gate over to the right, it went out into the other enclosure. By
midafternoon of the second day the job was done and Gentry drove
back to sheep camp, which was now about three miles above the
ranch.
The next morning when the sheep left bed-ground, the men
turned the herd toward the ranch and corraled them that night. The
corrals were not large enough to hold them all, and part of the herd
were bedded down outside the fence.
Soon after sunup the next n~orning,mouthing and sorting began.
T h e chute would hold about seventy or eighty sheep crowded tight. It
was difficult to get sheep into the chute and at that job Kelley proved to
be a big help. When about a hundred sheep had been pushed over
near the entrance end of the chute, Gentry would say, "Kelley, talk to
'em, tell 'em you're Irish - give 'em hell, Kelley." T h e little dog
would bark furiously and almost jump on their backs. Some of the
frightened sheep would run into the empty chute and then all the rest
would try to follow. After the chute was as full as it would hold, Gentry
and Pete Anacabe would climb over the side and get into the chute
with the sheep.

Gentry said he wanted to first cull o u t all the old gummers. If he
had very many of them, he might select some of the better ones and
keep them in a field on the ranch to give h i m another crop of wool and
one more lamb, but sell most of them with the wether lambs. He
didn't know much about the ages of sheep by teeth, so let Pete Anacabe
do the mouthing.
Pete explained to him, "You see, looka here, a lamb - this lamb
born last spring has little short teeth. Now looka here is a yearling one year old - the lamb teeth are starting to fall out. You see? It has
two large teeth in the middle - lower jaw. N o sheep has any teeth on
upper jaw like a horse. You see? Two big teeth middle - a yearling.
Now look - looka here is a two-year-old - four big teeth middle of
lower jaw - when three years old, it will have six big teeth. W h e n four
years old, all lamb teeth gone - all big teeth full mouth. After sheep is
four years old, no one can say how old until teeth spread wide and start
to fall out. After that, pretty soon gummer - no teeth - maybe six,
seven years old."
Gentry held a piece of blue chalk in his right hand and a piece of
red chalk in his left hand. Pete would spread the sheep's lips apart and
look at its teeth. If it had teeth, he said, "Good one." Gentry standing
beside him ran a blue chalk mark along its back. If Pete said, "Gummer," Gentry streaked its back with red chalk.
Pete suggested they mark the wether lambs at the same time to go
out with the old biddies. He could tell them by the size and shape of
the head - quite different from the ewe lambs - so when Pete came
to one of those, he said, "Wether," and Gentry streaked it with red
chalk. When all the sheep in the chute had been mouthed and
chalked, one man went to the dodge gate. W h e n a sheep c a m e along
with a red mark, he pushed the gate over to the left and the sheep went
o u t into the corral with sheep to be sold. W h e n a blue streak came
along, the gate was pushed over to the right side and the sheep would
go into the larger corral and out into the adjoining field with the herd
to be kept. Then, with the help of Kelley, the chute was refilled and
the process was performed all over again.
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Late in the first day Kelley was already a prize corral dog. When
he saw the last sheep go through the dodge gate, he began to bark. All
by himself he would shove the sheep in the big corral down to the
chute entrance and fill the chute.
Pete said to Gentry, "You sure gotta one damn smart dog there.
Christo da mio! Pretty smart."
"Yeah, and I was about to shoot him not long ago - sure glad I
didn't."
"'Esa Vizcayano," said Pete.
"Vizcayano? What do you mean, Vizcayano?"
"'Esa like to bark. 'Esa bark allatime - talk, you know. Just like
people in Vizcaya - talk allatime."
"Where is Vizcaya?"
"Oh, 'esa place in Spain where people like to talk, so we say if a
man talks allatime, 'esa Vizcayano ."
When the whole herd had been mouthed and sorted late in the
second day, they remouthed the bunch to be sold and shipped. They
sorted out about four hundred of the best old sheep to be kept here on
the ranch all the next year. With good pasture in the summer and hay
in the winter they should do quite well. They were turned out into a
small field. T h e wether lambs and old biddies to be sold were put in
another field.
It was too late in the day to turn the main herd loose on the range,
because after being in the corral for two days, they were no doubt very
hungry and would be hard to hold on any bed-ground during the
night. About daybreak the next morning the range herd was counted
out the south gate onto the open range. Gentry counted the sheep
himself as they went through the gate. He started with a pocketful of
small pebbles on the left side of his denim jacket and an empty pocket
on the right side. When he reached one hundred, he took a rock out of
his left pocket and put it in the right pocket and then started counting
at one again.
The range herd numbered 3,128 sheep. He didn't know for sure
how many were ewe lambs, but h e knew all of the grown sheep were

full-mouthed because he had culled out all the gummers. He believed
he probably had around 2,000 grown ewes and a thousand ewe lambs
in the range herd. When Gentry counted the other two bunches in the
two fields, he found he had 420 old ewes to keep on the ranch for
another year. He had 1,630 sheep in the bunch to sell or ship to
Omaha - probably about 1,000 wether lambs and around 600 old
gummers.
When Pete Anacabe left the ranch with the range herd, Gentry
tried to send Kelley with him, as the dog would be needed more on
the range than at the ranch where Gentry intended to remain for
awhile. Kelley would take orders from Pete in the corral but he
wouldn't follow him. When Gentry, with a wave of his right arm,
would say in a loud firm voice, "Go on, Kelley, go on with Pete and
the sheep," the little dog would merely slump down with a sad, hurt
look in his eyes as if someone had slapped him. When Gentry had
walked away a few feet, if h e looked back the little black dog would be
creeping along behind him.
Pete tied a rope on the dog and took him clear up to sheep camp,
but the next morning when Gentry came out the door of the adobe
house where he slept, Kelley was lying on the doorstep. He bounced
around and "woof-woofed" with apparent glee. Gentry was his master
and his god.
Gentry knew he had better sell and get rid of that bunch of 1600
wether lambs and old gummers as soon as possible, because if he kept
them too long in the ranch fields, they would eat up all the pasturage
and he would have to feed his cattle "hospital herd" alfalfa hay all
winter. Only a few days had passed when a lamb buyer came through
the valley buying lambs for the Ogden Stockyards. Gentry was glad to
see him and did not hesitate to accept the price he offered - four
dollars a head for lambs on the hoof and three dollars a head for old
sheep if in good condition. He looked at Gentry's sheep and said,
"Fine, I'll take them, but you'll have to deliver them to the railroad to
Currie, Nevada. That's about fifty miles away, I believe."
"Yeah, it's about that far."
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"Now, I want it understood you are going to drive them easy.
Take at least three days, maybe four. I don't want you to drive all the
fat off them. "
"No, I'll drive 'em easy."
While the lamb buyer was there, they ran the bunch for sale
through the chute so the old gumrners could be counted. There were
5 12 old sheep to be sold for three dollars each, or $1,5 36, and 1,118
wether lambs at four dollars each - $4,472 - or a total of $6,008.
Gentry said, "Call it $6,000 even."
The buyer gave him a check for $500 and said he would pay the
rest at Currie when the sheep arrived and he could be sure Gentry had
them all there.
Gentry had to hire two extra m e n for the drive. Valentine said he
would rather not drive sheep but he'd go along and drive the chuck
wagon to carry the bedrolls, some grub and camp dishes, as well as
some feed for the horses. Men could drive lambs better on foot, but it
was a good idea for each man to have a saddle horse on hand. Furthermore, they would need horses to ride back to the ranch from
Currie. Gentry had only one sheep wagon. That was being used with
the range herd. O n this drive he used the chuck wagon he had rigged
up for his cattle outfit.
Two days after the lamb buyer was there, the drive started for
Currie about sunup. It was the 10th day of October and the weather
was beautiful. Kelley was the only sheep dog available. Some of the
time the sheep were allowed to spread out and graze as they traveled.
At other times they were driven in a rather close bunch in order to
shove on faster and make a few miles, or get to a desirable bed-ground.
During those spells Kelley took care of one side of the bunch all by
himself. If a sheep started to stray off to the side of the bunch, Kelley
~ tsheep back in the
would run u p and bark at it, which always p ~ the
bunch right now!
Sometimes late in the day when the sheep were tired and slowed
down, Gentry would call Kelley back to the tail end, where he was
walking along the wagon road they were following, and say, "Talk to

'em, Kelley - give 'em hell, Kelley - tell 'em you're Irish." T h e little
dog would bark loudly and furiously and keep on barking until Gentry
told him to stop. Usually he had to say in a firm voice, "Shut up now,
damn it, shut up."
That dog just loved to bark at sheep whenever allowed to do so,
and whenever he did, that always speeded up the drive for quite a
distance.
The fourth morning the drive was only a few miles from Currie so
they let the sheep graze slowly into the small railroad town so they
would not get too hungry during their train ride of about two hundred
miles to Ogden, Utah. The two-decker sheep cars were there on a spur
track beside the stock pens and the men loaded the sheep that afternoon. T h e lamb buyer was there to receive his sheep and pay Gentry.
Unfortunately, a long sheet-iron building was located along the
spur track just opposite the loading ramp, and that darkened the cars so
that when the sheep were driven up the loading ramp, all they could
see ahead was a big black hole. T h e sheep near the top of the ramp
balked stiff-legged in front of the car door and refused to move. The
men went on the opposite side of the railroad stock car and rattled
sheep bells. That did no good. T h e n they tied two or three lambs
inside the car in plain sight. That helped some but loading was slow.
Kelley had been a great help in pushing sheep u p t h e loading
ramp but they always stopped and balked stiff-legged at the open doorway of the car. It was especially hard to load the upper deck. At one
time when.the ramp was packed tight with sheep, Gentry in desperation picked Kelley up and threw him on top of the sheep saying, "Give
'em hell, Kelley. Talk to 'em. Tell 'em you're Irish."
T h e little dog, barking furiously, ran on the backs of the sheep u p
the full length of the ramp, clear up to the open door of the car. T h e
balking sheep at the front end ran into the car and those behind them
followed. For a few seconds Gentry feared Kelley would be trampled
by the mass of sheep running over him. T h e dog, however, was able to
stay up on the backs of the sheep until he got over to the right side of
the ramp. He jumped up on the rnanway and came back down to the
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corral, still barking until Gentry told him to "Shut up." He surely was
a Vizcayano, as Pete Anacabe said.
After that the loading went quite fast. Kelley settled into a regular
routine. After the ramp was empty he would quit barking and late in
the day, after each rampful had been emptied into the car, he always
came down the manway walking slowly, wagging his tail in a wide
sweep with ears back and almost a grin on his doggy face. He seemed
very pleased and proud of himself, as much as to say, "I did it, by golly
- woof-woof, woof-woof - I did it again."
After each rampful of sheep went into the car Gentry petted
Kelley and spoke soft words of praise to him.
When the sheep were all loaded, it was found the number was
five short. Gentry knew of three old gummers that had given up and
had to be left along the fifty-mile trail. Two other sheep must have
been lost some way or another. W h e n the buyer, Mr. Carpenter, had
his checkbook out ready to pay for the sheep, he said to Gentry, "I'd
like to buy that black dog from you. How much will you take for him?"
"Oh, no, he's not for sale."
"1'11 tell you what - let's say all the five sheep you were short
were lambs at four dollars a head. T h a t would be $20. So 1'11 take the
dog and pay you the same as if you hadn't lost any sheep."
"Oh, no. Sell Kelley for $20? Hell, no!"
At that time a fairly good saddle horse could be bought for $20
and the saddle thrown in for five or ten dollars more.
It was almost dark when all the sheep had been loaded and the
train pulled out, so all the men remained in Currie at the little Basque
hotel that night. The next morning when Carpenter was already behind the wheel of his Model T Ford roadster, he said to Gentry, "I
have to go from here to Elko to load two trainloads of lambs there.
That dog would be a great help to m e - save me a lot of time and
trouble. 1'11 tell you what - I'll give you $50 for him - $50 in cash."
"No. That's a big price for a dog but this one is not for sale.
Awhile back I was going to shoot him, but now I've become a bit
attached to him. No, I won't sell t h e dog."
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Carpenter drove off.
Valentine had already left with the chuck wagon and some
supplies Gentry had bought the night before at the one small general
store in Currie, and Gentry with his two extra men were soon on their
horses headed back to the ranch. Kelley followed along behind. Sometimes he ran along in the brush out to the side to avoid the dust from
the horses. When the men on horseback overtook the chuck wagon,
Gentry asked Valentine to stop the team. Gentry got off his horse and
called Kelley over to him. He picked the dog up and put him in the
wagon on the floor in front of the spring seat, saying to Valentine,
"You better hold onto him for awhile. H e might jump out to follow
me when I go on ahead. He never rode in a wagon before as far as I
know. I'd like to save him some traveling. He sure worked hard on the
drive. He's earned a ride. "
The men on horseback reached the ranch in the late afternoon
and Valentine, with the chuck wagon and Kelley, arrived about dark.
Ole, the camptender, was at the ranch to pick up some supplies for the
camp and remained there that night. T h e next morning Gentry told
Ole to take Kelley with him back to sheep camp, as he was needed
there more than on the ranch. Kelley refused to follow Ole so he and
Gentry put the dog in a pack bag up on top of the packhorse and tied
him to the pack saddle's fork. They also fastened the bag closed, letting
only the dog's head stick out so he could not jump off the horse and
strangle himself on the short rope tied to the pack saddle's fork. It
reminded Gentry of Kelley's arrival at the ranch as a small pup some
years ago.
When Gentry came out of the adobe house about sunup the next
morning, Kelley was there on the doorstep and greeted him with his
usual series of bounces, saying, "Woof-woof, woof-woof. "
Gentry sat down on the doorstep and gently petted the little dog,
saying, "Kelley, you little rascal, you just wouldn't stay at sheep camp
without me, eh? Well, if that is the way you feel about me, I guess
there's nothing I can do but let you follow me around - but not with
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cows, remember that! 1'11 have to tie you up when we drive cattle.
Well, come on."
Gentry walked over to the mess house with the dog closely at his
heels. Whenever Gentry went into any building, he always found the
dog waiting for him when he came out. Every morning when Gentry
came out of the adobe house, Kelley was there at the door to greet him.
Usually, unless in a great hurry, the man sat down on the doorstep and
petted and talked to the little dog tenderly. If he put his face down
within reach, the dog always licked it with long sweeps of his tongue up
the side of the man's cheek. It seemed both man and dog were a bit
hungry for affection. All day long the dog followed him. If Gentry was
on foot and happened to put an ungloved hand down at his side, the
dog walked up and licked it.

Shearing
The cattle roundup and the fall branding were late in the fall of
1930 because of the lamb drive to Currie, but all went well and the
cattle were gathered from the south n~ountains,and then the calves
were separated from cows for weaning and branding. The two-year-old
steers were cut out to be sold. Gentry was fortunate in making a sale a
few days later. All this time Kelley was tied up at the corner of the
bunkhouse, because he surely was no cow dog and h e wouldn't stay
out at sheep camp unless Gentry was there.
Gentry decided that while the weather was still good, he should
get his planned shearing corral built. He didn't know much about
shearing corrals. He was a cowman at heart as well as knowledge. He
asked the herder, Pete Anacabe, to draw him a plan for a good shearing
corral, but he wasn't satisfied with it. Early one morning Gentry got
into his Ford pickup and went to Spring Valley, about sixty miles
away, to look at two or three shearing corrals he knew must be there
where there were several sheep outfits. When he returned that day, he
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had a pretty clear idea of the size, shape and kind of corral he wanted to
build.
He had selected a level place beside Spring Creek, about two
miles above the ranch house, and the day after returning from Spring
Valley he put two men to digging postholes where he had staked out
the outline of corrals, shearing pens and a shed. I-Ie bought cedar posts
from the Indians at ten cents a post and paid them with alfalfa hay at
seven dollars a ton in the stack. T h e project was soon well underway
and was completed before the ground froze too hard to dig postholes.
All that winter Kelley had a soft life. He wouldn't stay out at sheep
camp without Gentry, so he was allowed to remain at the ranch but
was tied up at the bunkhouse corner whenever any cattle were to be
driven anywhere. When the weather got colder, Gentry moved Kelley's grocery box kennel over from the mess house kitchen door to the
place beside the adobe house door, where he found the dog every
morning when he wasn't tied up at the bunkhouse corner. It was a
large, sturdy box about four feet square and four feet high. T o make it
more comfortable Gentry put a long, wool, sheep pelt inside for the
dog to lie on. He lined the inside of the box with two saddle blankets
but had "Tilly Beans" wash them first. Over the opening at .the front
end of the box he put a piece of carpet, nailed at the top but loose on
each side and at the bottom so the dog could always go in or out and
his door would always close behind him.
Gentry decided he would shear before lambing. In this high valley it didn't pay to start lambing before the first of May, as a late spring
snowstorm in April could kill many lambs. The ewes could stand to
have their winter underwear taken off late in April; also, lambing was
much easier if the ewes had been sheared and the lambs could more
easily find the source of milk.
In this part of the country there were two shearing crews that went
from corral to corral shearing sheep. One of them was an Indian crew
from the Goshute Reservation. Gentry went to see the crew boss,
"Clover Jim." Yes, he would bring his crew to shear Gentry's sheep on
the 16th of April if the weather was good. Shearers would not shear if it

was raining or snowing and the sheep were wet. T h e sheep had been
bucked to begin lambing about the 1st of May. That would allow
thirteen days to get the shearing over and the lambing ground was
nearby along Spring Creek right above the shearing corral.
O n the 16th day of April 1931, a Thursday, the Indian crew of ten
shearers and the boss, "Clover Jim," arrived at the shearing corral and
put up their wickiups along the creek above the corral. "Clover Jim"
said they would start shearing the next morning and shear every day
right on through until all the sheep were sheared. T h e crew worked on
Sundays as well as any other day. He said his men would shear about
eight hundred sheep a day, but if it rained or snowed, they would stop
until the storm was over. Gentry would have to pay fifteen cents a
head. That night the herd was bedded down near the corral.
T h e next morning before s u n u p Gentry, Olson and Pete
Anacabe, the herder, drove about a thousand sheep into the shearing
corral and then Pete followed the rest of the herd out onto the open
range. By sunup the supply chute was full and there were ten sheep in
each of the ten shearing pens Gentry had built. Kelley had been a great
help in filling the chute and the individual pens that led off of it.
As soon as each pen was filled, the shearer began work. He would
grab one sheep by a hind leg, drop it onto his platform of planks built
about two or three inches above the ground to keep the shorn wool out
of the dirt. He would then set the sheep up on its rump between the
shearer's knees with the four legs sticking straight out in front of him.
He would start at the neck and shear straight down the belly. After that
he would shear clear around the sheep's body, turning the sheep as he
went. Every now and then he would dip his shears in a can of water
nailed to the side of the pen. H e would do that to make the blades slip
into the wool easier. When the shearer had finished, the fleece was all
in one piece. He would then turn the sheep hose in the pen and lay
the fleece spread out on the plank ~ l a t f o r m ,fresh-sheared side down,
gather up all the small pieces of wool cut from its head or legs, and
place them in the middle of the spread-out fleece. He would then roll
the fleece up into a round ball, tie a piece of twine around it in two
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wraps, and throw it over the outside fence into his bin. Counting the
number of fleeces in each bin was one way the boss, "Clover Jim,"
determined how many sheep each shearer had sheared.
Whenever a shearer finished shearing the ten sheep in his pen, he
yelled, "Sheep out," as a signal for the corralmen, Gentry and Olson,
to turn those shorn sheep out into the branding pen and put more
woollies in his pen. If there was any delay, the shearer yelled, "Sheep
in - more sheep." T h e more sheep he sheared, the more money he
made, so he wanted no delay. While the corralme11 and Kelley were
bringing him more sheep, h e would use his pocketknife to cut on one
of the upright posts of the shed that covered his shearing platform one
notch for each sheep he had sheared. Some of the shearers used a piece
of board or a stick for that purpose. Some cut a notch after shearing
each sheep.
At the discharge end of the supply chute was the branding pen,
about twenty-five feet square, so when crowded full, a man could get
in with a pot of paint in one hand a n d a wood brand in the other, and
slap a brand on each sheared sheep. After being branded, the sheep
were turned out into the other large corral. Gentry himself branded the
first three or four pensful and the11 he was needed elsewhere and
turned that job over to Ole as one of the corralmen.
Oh, oh. Gentry had sent for large wool bags some months before
shearing and had them on hand, but when he built the shearing corral,
he didn't think to build a sacking gallows. There are always blunders
born of activity. At noon that first day Gentry jumped in his pickup
and started for the ranch. When he had gone about a quarter of a mile,
he had to slow down to cross a bad wash. In the rearview mirror he saw
the cloud of dust he had made was being blown to one side and there a
few hundred feet back was Kelley, coming along the road as fast as the
little dog could run. Gentry stopped the car. When Kelley came up
beside it, panting hard, Gentry got out, lifted the dog and put him on
the seat. As he got behind the wheel, h e said, "Kelley, you little devil.
You like working with sheep, I know - I'm sure of that - but you just
weren't going to let me get away from you, eh?"

As he put his right arm around the dog, his face came within
reach, and Kelley gave him a doggy kiss with a long sweep of his
tongue up the side of the man's right cheek.
Gentry sent Valentine to the shearing corral with a team and
wagon, on which he had loaded some logs, poles, lumber, nails, long
bolts, a hammer, saw and a brace and bit. Gentry, with Kelley beside
him in the pickup, went on ahead. When he drove u p beside the
corral, he could hear two shearers yelling, "Sheep out," and several
others yelling, "Sheep in - more sheep."
Olson walked over to .the pickup as Gentry was getting out and
said to him, ''God, I'm sure glad you're back with Kelley! 'Clover Jim'
has been helping me, but we've been having one hell of a time to fill
these pens without a dog. Kelley's worth more than six m e n and two
boys. C'mon, Kelley, let's go," he said to the dog, and the dog followed
Olson over into the corral. Kelley would work for anyone as long as
Gentry was somewhere around, but if Gentry left, the dog would
follow him.
At the corral, wool fleeces piled up outside the shearing pens
while Gentry and Valentine built the sacking gallows, consisting of a
base twelve feet square made of large logs, four uprights at the corners
made of smaller logs tapered inward to a lumber platform about four
feet square, about ten feet above the ground, with a round hole in the
center a little smaller than the circumference of a wool sack. By midafternoon the frame was completed. Then Gentry discovered another
blunder born of activity. How d o you fasten the sack up there so a man
can get inside it and tramp down the fleeces?
"Clover Jim" explained it. "You see - gotta have ring - iron
ring - little bit bigger than hole - smaller than sack. You see - put
ring on platfor111 up top - wrap edge of sack around and under rirlg weight of wool and nlan inside pulls tight - sack n o can fall down."
At the corral there was no ring or anything else that could be used
for that purpose. Gentry had to make another trip to the ranch in the
pickup. Valentine remained at the corral to help fill pens. Before
Gentry left, Olson caught Kelley and tied him up. W h e n Gentry had
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gone about half a mile, h e saw the dog coming along behind
the car as fast as h e could run. H e stopped, opened the door and the
dog jumped in.

two men lifted up on the bottom so the top could be taken loose from
the iron ring and the loaded sack was lowered to the ground.
Then Gentry discovered another blunder. He had n o twine or
sack needle. T h e sacks would have to wait until the next day to have
the open ends sewed shut. They filled sack after sack and stood them
upright against the fence in a line.
Now that Kelley was back on the job, Ole and one man had no
trouble keeping the shearers supplied with woollies to be sheared.
When the sun went down, the shearers hung up their shears and went
to their wickiups. They worked from sunup to sundown. The sun was
their timeclock. There were approximately two hundred woollies in
the big corral and several hundred sheared sheep in the other large
corral. When the tallies were all added, 728 sheep had been sheared
that day, so there were that many sheep in the other large corral. They
would have to be turned out on the open range the next morning
as they had been a full day with nothing to eat. Someone would
have to herd them and keep them separated from the unsheared range
herd. "Clover Jim" suggested the leftover woollies be put in the supply
chute and the shearing pens so they would be the first ones sheared the
next morning and not get mixed up with the fresh sheep put in the big
corral from the open range. By the time that was done it was almost
dark.
There was still a long pile of fleeces along the fence. Gentry said,
"If we don't sack that wool tonight, we're sure gointa be in one bind
tomorrow!"
Valentine and Olson stayed with him and the three men sacked
the rest of the wool by moonlight. Olson got o n his horse and went to
the sheep camp wagon, which was two or three miles away. Gentry
picked Kelley up and put him on the bed of the pickup. Then he said
to Valentine, "Now, wait a minute. I don't know how we're gointa do
this. This dog hasn't traveled much in a car. I'm afraid he might jump
out and hurt himself. He'll have to ride in the cab with us."
So two tired men and one very tired dog all went to the ranch in
the pickup cab. T h e first day of shearing was over.

"Well, Kelley, you little devil. You just wouldn't stay and work
the sheep with me gone." He felt like scolding the dog, because he
knew the men would be having a hard time without him, but in his
heart he really enjoyed the realization that this little black dog loved
him so much.
All the way to the ranch Gentry worried about what he could use
for the iron ring. At one end of the blacksmith shop there was quite a
large pile of old broken-down machinery. He found an iron wheel of
an old sulky plough that looked about the right size, but not as good as
a ring made of round iron. H e would surely have one made the next
time he went to Ely. T h e rim or tire of the iron wheel was narrow, only
about two inches wide. He measured the size of the wheel with the
open end of a wool sack. Yes, it would do. He cut the spokes out with a
,
the rim into his pickup
hacksaw and filed the cut edges s n ~ o o t h threw
and returned to the shearing corral in haste. Kelley rode inside the cab
on the seat beside him, and every time the man's face got within reach,
the dog slurped his right cheek with a long sweep of his tongue.
When Gentry reached the corral, Olson said to him, "That damn
dog won't stay here without you. I kept him tied up until you were out
of sight, but when I let him loose, he headed right down the road as
fast as he could run."
Wool fleeces were piled high all along the fence on the outside of
the shearing pens. After a sack was fastened in place on the sacking
gallows, Gentry climbed up on top with the help of a crude ladder he
had made with two poles and crosspieces of some leftover lumber. As
Valentine and another man threw fleeces up to him, he dropped them
in the sack. When the sack was about one-third full, he jumped down
in it and tramped the fleeces down tight. After that Valentine stood on
the top, caught fleeces tossed up to him by the other man, and handed
them down to Gentry tramping in the sack. When the sack was full,
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T h e next morning before sunup Gentry and the dog were back at
the shearing corral. Valentine had remained at the ranch. Pete, the
herder, had been told to have the herd near the corral by sunup. They
were there and about a thousand sheep were shoved into the big
U-shaped corral. Soon after the sun sent its first rays peeping over the
ll
but things were better
Deep Creek Range, shearing was in f ~ ~swing,
organized than the day before. Gentry was able to stay there all day and
Kelley barked the shearing pens full as soon as they were empty.
Sheared sheep came to the branding pen so fast Gcntry was kept busy
all day slapping his wooden Triune brand on each sheep's back after
dipping it in a pot of bright red paint he held in his left hand. That day
they sheared 906 sheep. That left only fifteen or sixteen hundred sheep
to be sheared - about two days more to go.

came out for a few hours and dried things up. T h e feed on the surrounding hills for two or three miles out was getting pretty scarce.
Gentry was getting worried. Only five days left before the ewes should
start lambing. You can't shear and lamb all at the same time in a
shearing corral. Pete Anacabe told Gentry that before lambing started
he had better corral all the range sheep again and separate all the ewe
lambs - short yearlings - that would not be having a lamb, because
if they were mixed in with the lambing ewes, there would be many
herding problems. He said h e would refuse to herd "wets" and "dries"
together at lambing time, and if Gentry would not follow his advice,
he would have to get another herder. Gentry said he would separate
the yearlings - but when? They would have to get the shearing over
first. He wished now he had done that before shearing. Next year he
would. He was told if he sheared t h e yearlings separately and kept their
wool separate, some wool buyers would pay a higher price for wool
clipped for the first time from a sheep - virgin wool. What is virgin
wool? O n e of the men said, "It is wool from a lamb that can run faster
than a sheepherder."
On the third stormy day the sun came out just before sundown,
and when Gentry went to bed that night, bright stars were twinkling all
over the sky. T h e storm was over.
Shearing of the range sheep was completed the next two days and
on the third day after the storm, the crew sheared the 420 old ewes
driven u p to the corral from the ranch. Shearing was over and Kelley
was one very tired little dog. W h e n Gentry took him to the ranch that
afternoon, h e ~ e t t e dthe dog several times as h e sat on the pickup seat
beside h i m , and Kelley never failed to give him a sideswipe doggy kiss
whenever he had a chance.
At the ranch Gentry took Kelley over to the mess house and said
to "Tilly Beans," "Have you got something good for this dog to eat?
I want him fed real well. He's a great dog! He's entitled to good grub as
rnuc1-1as any of us - maybe more so. Whenever you have anything for
the dogs, feed Kelley first. T h e rest of 'em can have what he doesn't
want."

Late in the afternoon of that second day a cold wind canle out of
the north and by the time Gentry got back to the ranch after dark, sleet
was falling. T h e next morning there were about four inches of snow on
the ground and a wet snow was still falling. Gentry, with Kclley on the
pickup seat beside him, was u p at the shearing corral soon after daylight. "Clover Jim" said, "No shear today - sheep wet."
Gentry calculated the time. He still had around ten days before
lambing would start. He hoped the weather would clear u p very soon,
but it didn't. For three days the Indians wouldn't shcar as it sleeted and
snowed or rained off and on in spells of a few hours each. 7'he 1,634
sheep that had been sheared were moved up to the lower end of the
lambing ground on Spring Creek Flat. They were being herded by one
of the extra nlen Gentry had hired, a middle-aged Scotsman named
McDougall. He said he would like a job herding sheep all sunlrner.
Could he herd shecp? "Hell, yes!" He said 11e was born in a sheep glen
of Scotland.
He was camping in a teepee tent as Gcntry had only one sheep
wagon and that was being used by Pete Anacabe herding the woollies.
That band of about 1,500 unsheared sheep had to be ranged near the
corral because the Indians might start shearing any time if the sun
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There were no scraps available, so Gentry took Kelley over to the
meat cellar and fed him four big chunks of choice meat. Then he cut
out a large piece of bone with some meat on it. He took the bone and
the dog over to the adobe house, where he sat on the step and petted
the little dog tenderly, talking to him in a soft voice. As the dog looked
up into Gentry's face, Kelley's large brown eyes softened and glistened
with love and affection. The11 Gentry put both the dog and the bone in
the grocery box kennel saying, "Kelley, God bless you. You're going to
have a nice rest before I take you out to lan~bingcamp." T h e dog's rest
was short.
T h e last day of shearing three lambs had been born in the shearing corral, so Gentry knew lambing was close upon him. Kelley's rest
lasted only one day and one night, and then h e was back up at the
shearing corral barking and shoving sheep into the separation chute.
The men were barely able to separate out all the ewe lambs - short
yearlings - "dries" - before lambs began coming fast. Good thing it
was not a long trail to the lambing ground. T h e ranch bunch had now
been returned to the ranch. T h e yearlings, 1,020 of them, called the
"dry herd," were driven up to the foothills and herded by McDougall.
The lamb-bearing ewes, 2,041 of them, were moved up on Spring
Creek Flat at the lower end of the lambing ground, and Pete Anacabe
was herding them, using the sheep wagon for a home.

Lambing
At first Pete herded the "drop band" - sheep that had not yet
lambed. Later he traded places with one of the other men, cutting back
into small bunches ewes that had lambed, because he knew more
about sheep and lambing than the rest of them. The system was to bed
the sheep near the creek where all could get a good drink of water. In
the morning, when the sheep left bed-ground, the ewes that had
lambed during the night were held back on the bed-ground with their
newborn lambs. At first there were only a few, maybe ten or fifteen; a
few days later, as many as a hundred or more. This small bunch was
called the "night drop." It was the duty of the lamb handlers to see that
each lamb sucked once or twice, otherwise he might die. Some ewes
were social gadders and ran off to join the departing herd, leaving their
lambs. Such a ewe had to be caught with a sheep hook and tied to a
bush with her lamb placed beside her.
T h e main herd, called the "drop band," was grazed out at right
angles from the creek. Behind the bed-ground downstream the feed
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had been eaten up. Ahead of the camp upstream the feed had to be
saved for days ahead. Pete, and later the other "drop band" herder, did
not let the sheep travel very fast or far because a12 day lambs were being
born. If the herd was about to pass out of sight, the ewe that had just
given birth to a lamb might get up, shake herself and join the crowd,
leaving her lamb to die. Before dark the lamb tenders had to come
along and work all these newborn lambs and their mothers into a small
band called the "day drop." If there were not too many of them, the
next day they were worked over to last night's bed-ground and joined
with the "night drop." If there was too much mixup or con~n~otion,
several ewes might run off and never claim their lambs after that.
It was unwise to have any bunch of ewes and lambs contain more
than fifty, sixty or at the most one hundred ewes and lambs - the
fewer the better - until the ewes have a chance to get acquainted with
their lambs. That takes four, five or six days. During the first few days
the lambs are weak and wobbly - too weak to follow a wayward ewe.
During the first few days the ewe knows her lamb only by the smell of
him. The ewe with a black lamb doesn't know he's black, and if she
has much trouble finding him by his own peculiar smell, she may run
off and let him die.
Each day the camptender pulls the camp wagon upstream a ways
for the next night's bed-ground. About dark the "drop band" herder
arrives there with the ewes that have not yet lambed, and they are
bedded down where the "night drop" lambs of that night will be born.
Then the whole process begins all over again.
What happens to that small bunch of ewes and lambs left behind?
The coyotes and bobcats would eat many, probably all the lambs, if
they were not protected. About dark, when the ewes had started to bed
down, some lambtender had to go to that bunch and "plant some
flags." He would stick into the ground a willow or long stick with a
piece of cloth tied to the top of it so it would flap in the wind and scare
the coyotes away - maybe. Sometimes. A lighted lantern nearby was
better, or the best of all was a good faithful dog that had been trained to
stay alone with a bunch of sheep.
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Before lambing was over Kelley was a prize lamb-watcher. If
Gentry took off his coat, placed it on the ground near the bunch of
ewes and lambs, patted it with his hand and said, "Here, Kelley, you
stay here until I come back," the dog would still be there long after
sunup the next day. The sheep would all be nearby and not one lamb
missing.
After the lambs in the small bunch were four, five or six days old,
the bunch below was driven up to join them. Many times when the
ewes were moved, lambs would be asleep under the low-growing
sagebrush and be left behind to die if not found. Gentry would say,
"C'mon, Kelley, lambs, lambs, let's find 'em," as he poked around
under the brush with his sheep hook and pulled out a sleeping lamb.
After two or three days Kelley knew the routine. All Gentry had to
say to Kelley was, "Lambs, lambs, lambs, let's find 'em," and start
looking under the brush. The dog would whine, run around and crawl
under the brush. When he found a sleeping lamb, he grabbed it by one
leg or the tail or the neck and dragged it out into the open. He would
then nudge it with his nose or slap it with his paw, as he had seen
Gentry do to wake up the very sleepy lamb and make it stand up. No
doubt he saved many lambs that would have been left to die if he had
not found them.
T h e little bunches of ewes and lambs were thus gathered and
pushed up to join the bunches above, day after day, until the lamb
herd contained three, four or five hundred ewes and their lambs. Then
the gathered herd was taken to a docking corral, built near the head of
Spring Creek, where the lambs were docked, branded, earmarked and
the males castrated.
During all this ~rocedureof handling sheep, Kelley was a prime
force. It all seems quite simple and orderly but it's not so, because
sheep are sheep. Every morning, when the sheep leave bed-ground, it
is quite a job for three or four men to cut back the ewes that have
lambed during the night. Nearly every morning there are some social
gadders who want to go with the herd and leave their lambs to die. In
order to save her lamb, such a wayward ewe must be caught and either
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hobbled with a piece of rope or tied to a bush. To catch her out on the
open range is quite a job, because a sheep can run faster than a man,
and they are hard to lasso either on foot or on horseback.
O n e morning when three men were trying to catch a sheep with
long-handled sheep hooks, Kelley ran up and grabbed her on the side
of the neck. She had been sheared so there was n o wool for him to hold
onto, and his teeth drew blood. The dog, hanging onto the sheep's
neck, delayed her long enough for one of the men to run up and grab
her. Gentry was about to scold him, but thought better of it because
he knew the dog was only trying to help and had not been vicious. Kelley must have learned this from Pete Anacabe's little bitch Maria. He
had no doubt seen her catch a sheep this way, as she did quite often.
Maria was a small, light dog. She couldn't hold a sheep, or throw it,
but by dragging along holding back on the side of the sheep's neck, she
slowed it down and altered its course enough so a rnan could run up
and grab it.
Some mornings on the bed-ground the men would find a good
mother with a dead lamb, and another good mother with twin lambs.
They were quite sure she would not raise both lambs on the open
range. T h e men would catch the mother of the dead lamb and tie her
to a bush, take her dead lamb a ways off and skin it. Then they would
pull the hide over the smaller of the twins. The lamb looked much like
a pampered toy poodle with a knitted sweater for a winter coat. One of
the men would then take the overcoated lamb to the tied-up mother of
the dead lamb, hold her and put one of her teats in the Ianlb's mouth.
T h e lamb would get the idea immediately. Instinct for nourishment is
strong in the young. The man would stand there and hold the ewe for
quite awhile to give the lamb a good start in life. Then he would back
off a ways and stand for awhile to see if the ewe would claim this lamb
as her own. The ewe would smell him. She would seen] a bit uncertain. H e had her smell. That is the way her lamb smelled when he was
lying still on the ground - dead - only she didn't know h e was dead.
T h e n the ewe would happen to get her nose on the lamb's head. That
had a different smell -not hers - as the pulled-over hide of her dead
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lamb did not cover the head. It came only up around the lamb's neck,
like the knitted overcoat of the pampered poodle. The head was bare
and it had the smell of the lamb's real mother. It seems the ewe would
decide, "Tliere's something wrong here," so she would give the lamb a
hard bunt and knock him sprawling in the brush. He would get up and
come right back looking for some more of that good stuff, and he
would find it. He is persistent, and after the first bellyful of warm milk
he would get stronger every minute. T h e ewe would reach around and
smell him. This must be her lamb. His hide has the right smell - so
she would let him suck.
T h e man would leave, but he must come back in a few hours to
see how this pair are doing. He may come back two or three times. If
the ewe is acting like a mother the next day, he would chalk a number
on her back and the same number o n the lamb, and then turn the ewe
loose. H e would cross-hobble her, however - tie one front foot to the
opposite hind foot - so she couldn't run faster than the lamb could
follow.
In a lambing herd of two thousand ewes this is done many, many
ti'mes, so there is always work, lots of work, to be done at a lambing
camp. Gentry was glad to hire another Basque, Dan Azuka, who came
along and asked for a job. He was on horseback and had his blankets
with h i m . T h e best thing of all was that he had a dog named Brownie.
"A good dog," he said, which fact made Dan a more valuable man.
There were many ewes that had lost their lambs one way or
another and had not been given another lamb to raise. When the men
saw a ewe walking spraddle-legged, with hind legs sprawled out wide
apart, they knew her bag was swollen and sore. If she were not caught
and milked out a few times, her bag would "cake" and spoil. One or
both of her teats may become enlarged so that next year a lamb would
have a hard time getting hold of either one of them. There were quite a
number of "big teats" i n this herd because of neglect in former years.
The m e n tried to catch each one of them and give the lamb a little help
by opening his small mouth wider than nature intended. The lamb
would soon learn to stretch for it, and would get along on his own if
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h e l p e d t h e first few times he sucked. Gentry learned it takes several
m e n to l a m b a herd of two thousand sheep out on the open range.
Kelley followed Gentry everywhere all day long and was a great
h e l p t o h i m whenever he had to catch a sheep or drive a bunch this
w a y o r that. T h e dog was especially helpful whenever the widely scatt e r e d ewes that h a d lambed out on the open range during the day had
to be gathered into a bunch to form the "day drop." Kelley did more
w o r k t h a n could be done by three or four men whenever a small bunch
h a d t o b e moved from one place to another.
Nearly every night Gentry took Kelley out to some small bunch of
e w e s a n d lambs bedded down quite far out in the brush, and left him
t h e r e to guard t h e m all by himself. He wouldn't stay, however, unless
G e n t r y took off his coat, laid it on the ground, patted it and told the
dog t o lie o n it and stay there. T h e first trip Gentry made down to the
r a n c h house h e brought back one of his old coats to be used for that
p u r p o s e . H e found, however, that did not work as well as taking the
c o a t off his warm body. He decided it must be the fresh smell of his
b o d y t h a t influenced the dog to stay with his coat. Thereafter,
w h e n e v e r h e took Kelley out for guard duty, Gentry wore one coat and
c a r r i e d another. W h e n he reached the bunch of sheep, he took the
c o a t off his body, laid it on the ground and put on the other coat.
Gentry had to g o down to the ranch house and make a trip to Ely
o n business. W h e n h e left the camp, he tied Kelley to a wagon wheel
so he couldn't follow the pickup. He was gone five days and when he
g o t back, h e sat o n the wagon tongue as he fed Kelley a jackrabbit he
h a d s h o t for h i m .
As Gentry ~ e t t e dthe little dog and handed him a piece of meat,
he noticed something different about the dog's mouth. O n closer
e x a m i n a t i o n h e found that someone had cut the long points off his
"tusk teeth," rob ably with a hacksaw, and then filed them smooth and
flat. He was furious! No one at the lambing camp would admit doing it
- every m a n said h e knew nothing about it. Gentry felt quite sure,
h o w e v e r , the Basque, Pete Anacabe, had done it, because h e was the
o n e w h o defended t h e action. W h e n Gentry said, "Now this little dog,
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brave as he is, will not be able to defend himself when some other dog
jumps him," Pete said, "Well, now, it mak-a him better sheep dog.
Now when he grabs a sheep to catch it, he can't hurt the sheep very
much - no blood on neck n o more."
The next morning before Pete left with the drop band, Gentry
looked at the mouth of Pete's dog Maria. Yes, the points of her long
tusk teeth had been cut off. T h e n he was sure Pete had done it to
Kelley. He was pretty angry but he couldn't afford to fire Pete in the
middle of lambing; he was the best man on the job. After he calmed
down a bit he realized it did make Kelley a more valuable sheep dog,
because now he could catch a freshly shorn sheep and not hurt it very
much. He would just have to be careful and not let Kelley get into any
dog fights.
Two thousand ewes and lambs would be too large a herd for the
rough, n~ountainous,summer range. The summer herd should not be
over fifteen hundred ewes and lambs and one thousand would fare
better, so when about one thousand ewes had been lambed out and the
lambs had been docked, they were formed into one summer herd.
They were started up into the summer range foothills at the mouth of
Chokecherry Canyon, just south of the docking corral at the head of
Spring Creek. Pete Anacabe was too good a lambing hand, so Gentry
put the other Basque, Dan Azuka, to herd that band he called Summer
Herd No. 1.
Gentry was a very busy man. Olson, the camptender, told him
everything was all right up at the "dry ca.mp" in Madero Canyon where
McDougall was herding the "dries" - lambless yearling ewes - but
Gentry had to see for himself, so one day he rode a tired, weary saddle
horse up there about seven miles away. Then he wondered how the
cowboys were getting along lambing out the four hundred old biddies
down on the ranch, so he rode down there on another horse. All was
fine. Many of the old ewes had ~ r o d u c e dtwins and most of the lambs,
born in a corral and housed under a closed warm shed, were alive. The
wayward ewes couldn't get away, and with a little care almost every
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lamb could be saved. That little bunch would dock out about a
hundred percent or more due to the many pairs of twins.
Of course, Kelley went everywhere Gentry went, and out at lambing camp Gentry slept on the ground and Kelley slept beside him, if
not out guarding some bunch of ewes and lambs alone. There was
more work and trouble lambing out the last one thousand ewes because now the feed was not as good o n the range. It had dried u p some
near the last part of May, and there wasn't so much of it, because the
sheep had to be taken back over some of the same ground that had
already been grazed. The sheep ran like race horses. Men, horses and
dogs were all very tired. Gentry hadn't had time to shave his face for
over three weeks and felt cranky and irritable. He began to wish he had
never seen a sheep in all his life.

Super Sleuth
T h e year 1931 was a good one, as Gentry's lambing herd lambed
out about 87 percent when the lambs were counted at the docking
corral. He was sure glad when it was all over and his two bands of ewes
and lambs were o n the summer range and his dry-herd yearlings were
also u p on the mountains, but in a poorer section of the range where
the canyons were rough and the hills were rugged. With sheep - as
with men - youth is hardy. T h e "dries" could take it. Each of the two
herders, Pete Anacabe and Dan Azuka, lived in a teepee tent. The
camp, with its Dutch oven, frypan, coffee pot and grub box, could be
moved easily on a packhorse, so Olson came around every few days for
that purpose and to bring fresh supplies. H e was able to tend both
camps. McDougall, herding the "dries", moved his own camp on a
burro that grazed along with the sheep, but Ole brought h i m supplies
now a n d then.
Kelley had a soft, uneventful life during that summer of 1931.
M u c h of the time he was tied u p a t a corner of the bunkhouse, or to his
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SUPER SLEUTH

kennel near the door of the adobe house, when any cattle were moved
or driven anywhere and Centry went along. Carl took the little dog
with him whenever he went for the mail at the post office seven miles
away, or anywhere else except to town, and especially whenever he
went up on the sheep range to count one of the herds off the bedground to be sure the sheep were being well herded. Kelley was as good
as three or four men along one side of the bed-ground to see that no
sheep left it except by passing in front of Gentry as he was counting.
Each herder wanted Gentry to leave Kelley with him, but the dog
would not stay without him.

In the foot, or split hoof, of a sheep there is a small gland or sac
that excretes a liquid which emerges from the small opening in the
hide right in the split of the hoof. It is probably there for lubrication.
As sheep walk along the ground, they leave the smell of this oily
substance in their tracks. It is such a strong odor it can be smelled by a
man if he gets his nose near the ground. A good sheep dog knows the
smell of the sheep's tracks from any other animal on earth. Kelley
knew the smell so well that he could follow fresh tracks almost as fast as
he could run with his nose near the ground. About a mile from where
the man and dog first started following the tracks they came upon a
small bunch of sheep shaded u p under several pinon pine trees. After
flushing the sheep out into the open in one bunch, Gentry counted
them: 204 sheep, two of them blacks - six missing. T h e six were
nowhere to be found in that vicinity, so Carl concluded they must
have been eaten by the coyotes o r a mountain lion, or most likely had
been lost before the little bunch strayed off from the main herd.

One morning when Carl counted herd No. 1 off the bed-ground
in Weaver Canyon, the herd was 210 sheep short. Two of the black
markers were missing.
Pete Anacabe said, "I think I lost them yesterday over in that
rough country above North Weaver Spring. You see, yesterday morning I had all the blacks - fourteen - now twelve. Two gone."
Gentry, on his big bay horse, went to the north spring to look for
the lost sheep and, of course, Kelley went with him. He found the
tracks of the herd where the sheep grazed and came to water at the
reservoir below the spring. Then he made a wide circle through the
rough area to the northeast. The hills and hollows were covered with
pinon pines and some low bushy mahoganies. It would be difficult to
see even a large band of sheep very far away. Gentry was following
along near the edge of the mass of tracks made by the herd when
suddenly he saw a small bunch of tracks leading off into the wilderness.
He got off his horse and examined the tracks carefully. Yes, they were
fresh tracks that could have been made by a small band of sheep that
had left the main herd and taken off into the timber-covered hills. He
began to follow the tracks on foot, leading his horse.
Kelley had looked for lost sheep several times in the past. Apparently he knew exactly what he was supposed to do. With his nose close
to the ground he sniffed as he trotted on forward. The dog went so fast
Gentry couldn't keep up with him on foot so he got back on the horse.
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With Kelley's help, Gentry had the lost bunch back in the main
herd by midafternoon and was soon on his way back to the ranch with
Kelley coming along behind the horse.
Sometime in August 193 1, Gentry, in his Ford pickup with Kelley seated beside him, drove up to the Goshute Indian Reservation
about ten miles above the ranch to see if he could hire some Indians he
knew were good workers to come work in the hayfields on the ranch.
T h e Indians had many dogs. W h e n Carl was ready to leave the last
Indian wickiup at which he stopped, Kelley was not there ready to
jump up on the truck seat.
Centry called, "Here, Kelley - here, Kelley," several times as
loudly as he could. No Kelley. H e drove up and down the several roads
through the Indian village calling the dog. No Kelley. The search went
o n until after dark. It seemed useless to continue. Gentry decided the
dog must be off with other dogs consorting with some female. When
the dog got ready, he would go back to the ranch. It was only ten miles
away. After all, he once came home from Ely, over ninety miles away.
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If he was not back at the ranch in a day or two, Gentry would go look
for him again.
After leaving the Reservation Carl did not go directly back to the
ranch. About four miles below the Reservation gate he turned off on a
dim road and went to the sheep c a m p below Crow Spring, intending to
count the sheep off bed-ground the next morning.

T h e man kept on i n an attempt to change Carl's mind. H e would
have paid a fancy price for the dog. Gentry put an end to this conversation by saying, "Look, mister, there isn't enough money in the Ely
National Bank to buy this dog!"
Late that fall, Gentry had to make a trip to Ely on business. H e
didn't like to leave Kelley at the ranch because another dog there and
Kelley didn't like each other and might get into a fight, which would
be bad for the little black dog with the ends of his long teeth sawed off.
Carl decided to take the dog to sheep camp, which was then on the
foothills at the west end of Kearn Mountain, only a few miles off the
road he would travel to Ely.
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Sometime late that night as h e slept in his bed 011 the ground
between two cedar trees, Gentry was awakened by a long, very wet
slurp of a tongue up the side of his right cheek. Kelley had followed
him. After being greeted warmly, t h e dog lay down on the ground at
the edge of the bed. As Carl was going back to sleep he wondered how
the dog ever found him. Did h e see the lights of the car turn off the
road? Hardly, because it was several hours later that Kelley arrived.
Did he smell the tracks of the car? Hardly believable. Did the dog just
decide to go to sheep camp? No, because he didn't know where it was.
Kelley hadn't been to sheep camp for at least a month, and at that time
the camp was in Weaver Canyon, many miles from this place. As
Gentry sank into slumber with his right hand on Kelley's shoulder, he
decided the dog must have been a mind-reader.
Soon it was September and the sheep were brought to the ranch to
be mouthed, separated and rebranded. Gentry had over a thousand
wether lambs to sell but only a few gummers from the range herd. He
decided to keep all the old ranch gummers another year as they had
produced such a bumper crop of lambs, and only three or four had
died of old age or other causes. Again, Kelley was the prize corral dog,
and also a hardworking dog o n t h e lamb drive, which went only
twenty-five miles to Gold Hill, Utah, this year. That fall of 1931
Gentry did not sell his lambs to Carpenter. They were bought for only
two dollars a head by a man who shipped them to Omaha. There had
been a terrific drop in the price of sheep as the Great Depression was
getting underway. Kelley again distinguished himself in loading the
cars, and the lamb man wanted to buy him.
Gentry said, "No, this dog is not for sale."

Anacabe and Olson had gone to town for a two-week "fandango"
and another Basque was herding the winter herd. His partner, another
Basque, was tending camp as Basques usually worked in pairs.
W h e n Gentry reached the camp with Kelley on the seat beside
him, h e said to the carnptender, "I'm going to leave this dog with you
for a few days, but take good care of him. You had better put him in
the wagon so he can't see which way the car goes or he'll follow m e even if you tie him up for hours. Keep him in the wagon until I'm out
of sight and then keep him tied up to a wagon wheel until tomorrow.
He'll work for the herder if I'm gone and he doesn't know where I
went."
"Okay, Boss, okay, okay."
About a week later Gentry returned to the camp. Kelley was not
there. He said to the camptender, "I guess my dog's out with the herder
and the sheep."

"No, no - 'esa down dere on da flat - have good time with a
badger. Look, you see with da glass." He handed a pair ofbinoculars to
Gentry.
Below the camp was a white sage flat. As Carl put the binoculars
to his eyes, he could
see the black dog and a yellow-brown
badger in battle about half a mile away. Little puffs of dust indicated
the extent of the activity.
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"My God!" said Gentry. "The badger will kill him. That dog
doesn't have any long teeth. How long has this been going on?"
"Oh - long time now. One time badger almost get in hole - dog
grab h i m by tail and pull him back out."
"Oh, my God! Give me that ax over there."
Gentry threw the ax in the back of his pickup, got into the cab
and drove down the dim sheep camp road until he reached the white
sage flat, and then drove across the flat to where the fight was in
progress. In trying to hit the badger with the ax he came nearly hitting
the dog, but was finally able to hit the badger on the head and put an
end to the fight.
Kelley was so excited he kept running around the dead badger
barking loudly. T h e dog had several bloody gashes, which Gentry
doctored when he got to the ranch.
Thereafter that white sage flat was called "Kelley's Battle
Ground." Many years later the legend was that some man named
Kelley shot and killed another man there, and that was how the place
got its name!
Kelley was a brave little dog, but there were some animals he
would not tackle after one experience; one was a skunk and the other a
porcupine. After his first bout with a porcupine, Gentry was picking
quills out of him for days. After that whenever Kelley came upon a
porcupine, he just ran around in a wide circle and barked. He was
smarter than some dogs that never learn that a porcupine is to be
barked at but not tackled. The cow dogs on the ranch - old Dave and
Spike - would tackle another porcupine only a few days after they had
been dequilled following such a battle. Not Kelley! He was too smart to
attack a porcupine after his first batch of quills.
T h e winter of 1931-32 was uneventful but comfortable for Kelley
in his warm grocery box kennel. The two summer herds and the dry
herd had been combined into one winter herd of 3600 sheep. Pete
Anacabe was herding and Olson tending camp. They would have been
glad to have Kelley at sheep camp, but he wouldn't stay there without

Gentry. They never saw him except whenever Carl came to the camp
to count the sheep off bed-ground.
That winter Gentry devoted much of his time to looking after his
cattle outfit that had grown considerably, and spent his nights at the
home ranch house, but at least once a month, and sometimes oftener,
he went out to sheep camp in Antelope Valley and counted his one big
winter herd off bed-ground. T h e count was always a few sheep short,
and when he counted the herd on the 20th of November, the count
was 422 short. At the camp there were four pelts of sheep that had been
found dead and skinned by the herder or camptender, so there were
418 sheep missing.
Gentry was somewhat alarmed and would not go back to the
home ranch until the lost sheep had been found or accounted for. The
herder told him that during the last three days he had herded the sheep
in the rough foothills of the Antelope Range west of the camp, where
there were many rolling hills and hollows covered with nut pine and
cedar. T h e herder could have unknowingly cut off the little bunch and
left them in some canyon or swale when he turned the herd toward
camp for the night.
Gentry on horseback with Kelley following him took a wide circle
south of the camp and up through the hills to the west. About three or
four miles south of the camp he came upon the tracks of several
hundred sheep going off to the southwest. Kelley picked up the scent of
the tracks and followed them so fast Gentry had to trot his horse to keep
up. T h e sheep were found, 41 5 of them - three missing - and were
driven back to the camp about sundown.
O n e night in December Gentry stayed at sheep camp in the
Badland Hills on the east side of the Antelope Valley in order to count
the sheep off the bed-ground the next morning. That night it snowed
about three inches. The count the next morning was twelve sheep
short. T h e coyotes could have gotten that many. The count was always
a few short. But Gentry asked the herder, Anacabe, what general area
he had ranged over the last two or three days.
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Gentry said, "Well, not many sheep, but they're worth looking
for. I think I'll take a wide circle and see if I can pick up any tracks."
Anacabe looked at Gentry and shook his head in disbelief. Then
he said, "You n o crazy? Dis-a snow, justa last night, fresh! You gonna
pick up tracks?" Then he laughed a quiet chuckle.
"No," said Gentry, "I won't be able to see any tracks, but my dog
Kelley can smell 'en1 under this thin layer of fresh snow. He's done it
before a few times."
When Gentry rode off with Kelley following him, he looked back
and saw Anacabe standing by the front end of tlie camp wagon with
hands on his hips and shaking his head back and forth. When Carl got
about two miles out, he got off his horse and began walking along
looking at the snow on the ground, to let Kelley know he was looking
for tracks. He sniffed with his head donrn near the ground and said,
"Kelley, look for 'em - we've gotta find 'em - sheep - sheep."
T h e little dog began running around in circles, sniffing at the
surface of the snow. Suddenly he started trotting along straight toward
the camp, sniffing as he went. Gentry followed a little ways and then
stopped. He called out to the dog, "Hey, Kelley, no, no, that's not
what we want. Those must be tlie tracks of the main herd as they canle
into bed-ground last night."
Gentry called the dog back to him, got on his horse and went
about three miles out into the hills to the east - clear outside the area
Anacabe told him the sheep had been over. He went to the top of a hill
and scanned all the country around him with his binoculars. It was
rough country with many solid patches of cedar on the hills and tall
brush in the hollows. A nian could easily fail to see even two or three
hundred sheep not far away. He began making another wide circle to
the south on foot. He kept his eyes on the ground and every once in a
while imitated a dog sniffing at the snow and saying, "C'rnon, Kelley,
let's find 'em - sheep - sheep." The little dog would run around
Gentry in circles, sniffing at the surface of the snow.
After quite a large area had been explored, Kellcy became excited.
H e "woof-woofed" a few times and began trotting off to the southeast

with his nose almost rubbing in the snow. Gentry got on his horse and
followed. It was a crooked trail that bent and twisted this way and that
through thick brush in hollows and under clunlps of cedar. After about
a mile of this, the trail came out to the edge of the rough hills where
Gentry could see down onto the white sage flat below. With his
binoculars he could see something moving. A closer look revealed
several sheep in a small, rather close bunch. He galloped his horse
down and there they were, ten sheep bearing his Triune brand in black
paint. He and Kelley drove them back to join the main herd not far
from the camp wagon.
When Anacabe expressed amazement, Gentry said, "Have you
any good meat in camp? This dog has to eat, even if we have to kill a
yearling ewe to feed him."
It happened that two days before the camptender had killed a
yearling wether saved for that purpose. Carl cut choice pieces from a
hind quarter and fed Kelley until h e wouldn't eat any more. As he fed
the little dog small chunks, swallowed almost on contact, he petted
him gently and said, "Kelley, you're the most wonderful dog in this
world. Kelley, I love you."
In January 1932 Gentry bought a herd of 2,200 sheep from
Adams-McGill Company in Spring Valley, with another sheep wagon, and had to trail the sheep about sixty-five miles from the Cleveland
Ranch to the Triune Ranch winter range in Antelope Valley west of
Deep Creek. T h e Basque herder and camptender came along with the
sheep to work for Gentry. T h e herder had a dog. Gentry drove his
cattle commissary wagon over to pick u p the sheep and, of course, took
Kelley along with him.
When the sheep were grazing along or being driven in a closer
bunch, Kelley took care of all one side of the herd by himself leaving
Gentry, the herder and his dog to take care of the rear end and the
other side. On the third day the herder said to Carl, "That black dog
ees the best dog I ever see - Madre da mio! Where you get?"
"I understand he's from the Adams-McGill stock, some of those
dogs they shipped over from Australia."
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"Dees one, too, but no like dat one. Madre da rnio!"
Just before shearing in the spring of 1932, Gentry, with Kelley in
the ~ i c k u pwith him, went to the Tippett shearing corral to see if they
had any of his sheep that might have been lost by his herder on the
winter range and then picked up by his neighbor's herd. Shearing was
already in progress there. A large mulie (hornless) ram had been
sheared and had jumped out of the shearing corral. Two men on
horseback with lariat ropes and three men on foot with sheephooks
were trying to catch him.
Gentry said to one of the Basques, who had run himself out of
breath with a sheephook in one hand, "I have a dog in my car that can
catch that ram for you."
"You mean - dog eesa gonna get dat buck - catch 'im? Ho, ho,
ho, dat I gotta see."
"Yes, I can catch that ram with my dog."
"You mean - you - you gonna catch dat buck, justa you ana
dog?"
"Yes."
"Naw, naw, naw, don't tell me."
"Yes, I'm telling you."
"An you mean no rope, no lasso?"
"No, no lasso, only a short piece of rope to tie the ram after the
dog catches him."
"No sheephook?"
"No, no sheephook," said Gentry.
"Ho, ho, ho, don't- tell me you gonna catch that buck - just you
ana dog. Ha, ha, ha, that I gotta see."
He turned to some of the other men nearby and said, "Dissa fella
isa crazy - says he's agonna catch dat buck with a dog - just dog and
himself. Dat I gotta see. Ho, ho, ho."
Gentry was aggravated. He said in a loud, angry voice, "Look,
I'll bet you fifty dollars I can catch that ram with my dog and a little
short piece of rope to tie his legs - no sheephook, no lariat, just me
and my dog."

"Ho, ho, okay, I betcha fifty dollars."
Gentry went to his pickup truck and got Kelley and a short piece
of rope used to hobble a wayward ewe when she wouldn't claim her
lamb. T h e ram, pretty badly tuckered out after being chased around,
was standing near the base of a small, gently sloping hill. Gentry went
to a place on the side of the hill about a hundred feet above the ram.
He picked the little dog up in his arms and said, "Now Kelley, you see
that big son-of-a-bugger down there? We're gointa catch him."
T h e dog whined and struggled to be free. As Carl put him o n his
feet o n the ground he said, "Go get 'im, Kelley, go get 'im."
Gentry started to run as soon as the dog did. When the dog got
near, the ram took off, but Kelley was too fast for him. The chase had
gone about fifty feet when the dog grabbed the ram by the folds of skin
on the right side of the neck just behind the ear and hung back. They
were right beside a narrow wash about three feet deep. T h e ram fell
into the wash on his back. Even to Gentry, who was running down the
hill but hadn't arrived yet, it looked very much as if Kelley had let go of
the ram's neck, grabbed him by a front leg and flipped him over on his
back. Gentry ran up and tied the ram's feet together with the short
piece of rope he had held in his left hand while running down the hill.
T h e scoffing, betting Basque ran up, as did three or four other
men. They all expressed admiration for the little black dog. The
scoffer said, "Christo da mio, like-a dat I never see. Madre da rnio!
Little dog catch big buck. Christo da mio!"
T h e n he said to one of the other men, "Boss, give him fifty dollars
- my pay."
T h e man, who was evidently the range boss or the shearing crew
boss, went to a truck ~ a r k e dnear the shearing corral, took a large
checkbook out of a battered briefcase, and made out a check for fifty
dollars payable to Carl Gentry. As Gentry took the check he said, "If
the dog could endorse it, I think you should have made the check
payable to him."
"Sure some dog!" said the man. "Hey, is this the dog the!. say is so
good at loading lambs in railroad cars?"
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"Yes, he's the one."
"Mfhere did you get him?"
"He's from some of that stock Adam-McGill brought over from
,dustraIia a few !,ears ago. A fellow brought him to my ranch when he
\vas just a small pup."
"1 don't suppose you'd sell him?"
"No, not for any price."
" ~ ' dsure like to have one like him."
When Gentry opened the door of his pickup to leave, Ke]ley
jumped up on the seat. He appeared to greatly enjoy riding in a car.
thel. \vent down the road toward the Triune, Gentry put his right arm
around the little dog and said, "Kelley, you little devil, I love you."
Re spoke, he leaned over near the dog, and as his face came in reach,
Kelley gave him a doggy kiss by a slurp of his dripping wet tongue clear
up across the man's right cheek.

Kelley in Boots
T h e spring of 1932 shearing and lanlbing on the Triune Ranch
was much the same as any other year, only now Gentry had more
sheep after buying 2200 ewes from the Adams-McGill Company.
From birth these sheep had been ranged in Spring Valley about sixty
miles to the west. They were homesick. Every free taken step was
westward. It was necessary to watch only the west side of the herd.
If left unattended for only a few minutes, the whole herd started out for
San Francisco, intending to stop, of course, when they got to Spring
Valley.
These Adams-McGill ewes had been bucked to lamb early and
began lambing about the middle of April before Gentry was able to get
them sheared. Evidently they did not like their new range and consequently were not good mothers. Many wayward ewes had to be
caught and hobbled or tied to a bush. Gentry spent all his time at the
lambing camp of this herd, and Kelley was the hardest working dog in
the land.
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Kelley became sore-footed, but he never refused to work as most
dogs will do when their feet get sore. Gentry noticed that when he and
Kelley were working with sheep on rough or rocky ground, the dog
seemed to flinch as he walked. Gentry looked at Kelley's feet. T h e
front feet were badly cracked and looked sore, Inore than the hind feet.
When he pressed his thumb against the bottom of one front paw that
looked as if it had been bleeding, the dog whimpered. That night at the
camp wagon Gentry put some mutton tallow and lard on Kelley's front
feet and tied a piece of rag around each foot so the greased paw would
not pick up a lot of dirt. T h e dog promptly chewed the rags off. Gentry
performed the operation all over again and made the dog lie still on the
ground beside his bed. The next morning the rags were gone again but
the cracks in Kelley's feet looked a little better.

alone. That night he gave the dog's four feet a generous greasing with
mutton tallow and lard and then tied on his front boots.
Several times during the night Gentry woke and found the dog
struggling to tear off his boots. He slapped and scolded Kelley and went
back to sleep with one hand holding the dog still beside him. The next
morning when the sheep began to move, Kelley woke Gentry with his
usual morning greeting of "Woof-woof, woof-woof." Both shoes were
off and somewhat chewed up. O n e was there beside the bed; the other
was not found till later. It was away out in the brush.
Gentry decided to leave Kelley's shoes off at night and put them
on only during the daytime when he could watch the dog and make
him leave them alone. This proved to be a wise decision. The dog was
l~anlperedsomewhat in his niovements but with his boots on he could
still run fast enough to catch a sheep and gradually the dog came to
accept the situation and did not try to remove the boots.
Gentry made a better pair of boots for Kelley and a pair for the
hind feet, as well. He made the soles out of thicker leather and sewed
o n the upper portion with catgut leader off his fishing pole. He used a
different stitch - around and over and around to form the edge into a
small round welt. 'These were much better boots and all the rest of that
hard lambing Kelley wore shoes on all fours. After the first few days, he
apparently liked his shoes and wanted them put on every morning.
W h e n the sheep were leaving bed-ground and it was time to go, he
would bounce around in front of Carl with his usual "Woof-woof,
woof-woof," and then roll over on his back and paw the air with his
front feet for Gentry to put his shoes on. He never again tried to tear
them off.
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The dog's feet were greased and tied up for several nights. Then
Gentry had to make a trip down to the ranch house with Kelley riding
on the pickup seat beside him. As he drove along he thought, why
couldn't I make a pair of shoes for the dog? He said aloud, "Yes, by
gosh, why not?"
When Gentry went back to lambing camp, he took with him a
pair of old cowboy boots one of his cowboys had discarded, a small
leather punch, the strongest thread and largest needle he could find at
the ranch house. That night he made Kelley a pair of shoes for the
front feet - really a pair of dog boots - from the soft leather in the
upper part of the fancy cowboy boot. He cut a round piece of leather a
little larger than the bottom of Kelley's left front paw - the sorest one.
Then he sewed a thinner piece of leather around it to stand up above
the ankle joint, leaving the front open for the edge to be laced together
like a shoe or human boot. After he tried that one on Kelley and found
it would work, he made another one for the right foot. He used heavy
wool-fleece twine to lace the fronts together.
Kelley apparently wanted none of this. As soon as the man let go
of him, he tried to bite and tear these clumsy burdens off his feet.
Gentry had to grab the dog and hold him to make him leave his boots

A BAD Y E A R

A Bad Year
In April 1933 Gentry was able to get his old original herd of
sheep, he now branded with a figure 8 in black paint, through the
shearing corral and up onto the lambing ground in good weather. He
branded the Adams-McGill sheep and their descendants with a green
G. T h a t herd went to the shearing corral on the 21st day of April. It
was a dark, cold, cloudy day, and when the shearers had sheared only
two or three hundred sheep it began to rain, which turned into sleet in
the late afternoon and snow before morning. T h e Indian shearers
refused to shear any wet sheep. O n the third day of rain, sleet and snow
the shearers went back to the Goshute Reservation. "Clover Jim" told
Gentry he would come back when the weather got good. It didn't for days and days. The green G herd was kept near the shearing corral
until all the feed had been eaten u p for two or three miles around. A
few hours of sunshine gave Gentry a ray of hope but it was soon raining
again. T h e shearers did not come back until the 5th day of May. The
green G's had started lambing. The second night of shearing over two
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hundred lambs were born in the shearing corral and all but five were
trampled to death by the five or six hundred sheep in the corral milling
around on a cold, miserable night. In the morning it was snowing.
Shearing stopped again and the Indian sllearers went home.
Gentry decided he would have to shear the rest of the green G
sheep after lambing, as he had done once before. The herd was moved
up on Spring Creek Flat lambing ground. Lambs began coming fast da) and night. Kelley was a hard-working dog again. The weather was
cold and wind!, with short showers of sleet every few hours. T h e sheep
were restless, even though most of them still had on their winter
underwear. These Adams-McGill sheep had been on this range for
over a year, but it seems they had never forgotten their old range in
Spring Valley. Gentry watched a ewe have a lamb. She did not begin
looking for it before it was born, as many ewes do. She did not bleat.
She merely showed some signs of discomfort - lay down on the spot
and gave birth to a lamb. She did not bleat; she did not smell it. That
ewe got up, shook herself as a wet dog will do and then without even
looking back, started right out for San Francisco. 'That performance
was repeated over and over many times a day. Kelley was a great help
in catching such wayward ewes so a man could help the lamb get his
first meal and then tie the ewe to a bush or cross-hobble her so she
couldn't run fast enough to get away froin the lamb.
About five or six hundred ewes had been lambed out and several
small bunches of "day drop7' and "night drop" ewes and lambs had
been formed along the high-line ditch Gentry had built across Spring
Creek Flat, when on the afternoon of the 10th day of May it clouded
up clear across the sky and a cold wind came out of the north. W h e n
Gentry came to the camp wagon about dark, the wind was howling
through the wagon wheels and it was snowing. A real winter northern
blizzard was in progress. It was useless to try to night-herd any of the
small bunches of ewes and lambs or put out any flags. The night was
~
to be wandering around.
too miserable for even a h u ~ l g rcoyote
Gentry's teepee tent was pitched beside the camp wagon. He took
Kelley inside with him and had the little dog lie down beside his bed
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on the ground. During the night the wind blew the tent down on top of
them. Gentry felt the canvas heavy upon him and later found it was
covered with over a foot of snow. H e was up by daylight. The wind had
died down but it was very cold and there was a large drift of snow
against the wagon wheels.

That year Gentry's sheep - both herds - lambed out less than
forty percent counted at the docking corral. T h e price of wool had
dropped to only a fraction of what it had been - no profit in the sheep
business that year.
T h e summer of 1933 was a dry one. There was not much feed,
even on the high mountain s u m m e r range, and Kelley was getting on
in years. A few years like this would make any sheep dog old. He was
now ten and had slowed down quite a bit.
That fall the wether Iambs Gentry had for sale were stunted, small
and scrawny. He had a hard time selling them. When Carpenter, who
was still buying lambs for the Ogden stockyards, came and looked at
Gentry's larnbs in a field on the h o m e ranch in September, he said,
"Pretty scrawny looking bunch! Even with good fattening feed they
won't amount to much. Don't think I can use them."
After looking at the palm of his left hand a few seconds he said,
"I'll tell you what - 1'11 give you a dollar a head for then1 on one
conditio~i- you drive 'em to Currie and load them with other lambs I
bought in that area. And one other thing - you let me take your black
dog on to Elko and use him to load three trainloads of lambs I bought
in the Elko area. Might take two days or more."
Gentry said thoughtfully, "Well, now, I don't know about that.
O n e dollar is a pretty poor price."
"Well, take it or leave it. That's all I'm going to pay for these
lambs. All the lambs in this part of the country are several pounds
lighter than usual, but these are the worst I have ever seen."
After a bit of silence Gentry said, "Okay, one dollar a head but
you take them here."
"Oh, no. T h e only reason I'm buying your lambs at all is to get
t h e use of your black dog to load all those lambs at Elko."

After a few gulps of hot coffee Gentry got on his bay horse and
went up along the ditch to see what was left of his sheep. T h e drop
band hadn't left bed-ground but where some of the s ~ n a l bunches
l
had
been he found no ewes at all, only dead lambs - a leg or head sticking
out of the s~iowhere and there, and n o doubt many Inore dead lambs
underneath the deep snow. That cruel north wind was still searching
around in the sagebrush for any stray lamb that might still be alive.
All that day the lambing men gathered ewes that had run off and
left -their dead lambs. Whenever Gentry came to a small bunch of ewes
and lambs, he found only a live lamb here and two or three there,
where there had been dozens before the storm. All that day over hills,
hollows and flats Gentry rode his bay horse, with Kelley following
close behind him in a trail the horse made in the snow. Gentry's heart
was sad. He knew lambs had been born all through the night only to
freeze to death - many of them a few minutes after birth.
Lambing that spring of 1933 was the most difficult, trying four
weeks Gentry had ever lived, and his little black dog Kelley lived and
worked all through it with him. Because the sheep ran so and left their
lambs to die, Gentry had to hire several extra men for each of his two
lambing herds. He n u d e a new set of four leather boots for Kelley,
who, every morning before leaving camp, rolled over on his back and
pawed the air with his front feet, saying, "Woof-woof, woof-woof';
meaning, "Please put on my shoes." T h e other dogs became sorefooted and some of them refused to work. T h e saddle horses became
sore-backed, hobble-marked and poor. T h e men were tired, disgusted
and irritable to the point of murder.. Wildcats, coyotes and crows grew
fat and the sheep were just simply cussed. As Pete Anacabe said,
"Sheep is the damn-dest things."
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After another spell of silence Gentry said, "Okay, one dollar
a head and I deliver them to you loaded on the cars at Currie.
N o more."
"Oh, no, I got to have the dog in Elko to load all those cars."
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"Well, I don't think the dog will work for you if I'm not around but I'll tell you what. I have to go to the land office i11 Elko. I was
figuring to go later, but I can go on to Elko after we load at Currie."
Carpenter told Gentry h e had drive11 over two hundred miles out
of his way just to see if he could get Kelley to help load the lambs.
A few days later Gentry's small bunch of lambs had been loaded
on the cars in Currie and Kelley had dolie his thing in loading other
cars with Iambs from a ranch nearby. T h e n Gentry, with Kelley on the
seat beside him, drove 011 to Elko, about a hundred niiles further west.
Gentry and Kelley working together helped load the first car,
lower and upper deck. Then when the ramp was full of lambs ready to
go through that dark opening into the upper deck of the second car,
Gentry said to Carpenter, "I have to go over to the land office. Let's see
if the dog wilI work for you." As Gentry stood by the fence, Carpenter
picked Kelley up and put him on top of the crowded backs of the
sheep, saying, "Give 'em hell, Kelley. Talk. Tell 'em you're Irish."
T h e little dog ran up the mass of sheep backs barking furiously.
When he got up near the door, several lambs ran into the car and the
rest followed. As soon as the mass started to move, Kelley worked his
way across the ~novingbacks until h e could jump 011 the manway,
then he slo\vly strutted down the walk with tail wagging and dripping
tongue Iolling out the side of his mouth, as if to say, "I did it, by gosh, I
did it again!"
While Kelley was pushing the next rampful of lambs in the car,
Gentry got into his pickup and drove off. When he had gone a few
blocks, he looked in the rearview mirror and saw Kelley coming along
011 a dead run. Gentry stopped the car, opened the door on the right
side and Kelley jumped in. As Car1 put his right arm around the little
dog, he said, "Well, Kelley, you little devil, you just wouldn't stay
there and work without me, huh?" T h e dog gave him a slurp up the
right cheek with a very wet tongue.
Gentry left Kelley in the pickup while he spent about an hour in
the land office. Then he returned to the loading corral after eating
some lunch and feeding his dog at a small cafe. When he reached the

loading corral, he found four cursing men pushing and beating with
willows on the backs of a rampf~ilof very balky sheep. When Carpenter
saw Gentry coming over the fence of the loading corral he said, as he
took off his hat and wiped his brow, "My God! I'm sure glad you're
back! We've been having one helluva time without that dog."
After loading the next two cars Gentry said, "I have to go back to
the land office. I wonder if Kelley will stay and work if I leave my truck
parked here beside the fence where he can see it and figure I'm coming
back. Let's try it."
They did, and it worked. As long as Gentry's pickup was parked
there in plain sight, Kelley would work for Carpenter or anyone else
who gave him orders he could understand. After Gentry's business at
the land office had been completed, he helped load the rest of the cars.
Late in thc afternoon of the second day while loading the last car
there came nearly being a fistfight. All the men were tired, thirsty and
irritable. Kelley was barking while they were filling up the loading
ramp. A large, red-headed m a n named Simpson said, "Aw, shut up,"
as he kicked Kelley in the side with his heavy boot. The dog yelped
loudly. Gentry was only a few feet away. He felt his jaw clamp tight
and both fists clench hard. A hot rage filled his very soul. Simpson was
a large muscular ~ n a nover six feet tall. Gentry's first impulse was to
walk over, hit him on the jaw and knock him down. Then h e had a
cooler thought. T o lick this big bruiser h e would need a "gentle persuader" or an "equalizer" of some kind. He climbed over the fence to
his pickup, took the long handle of his car jack and came back into the
corral with the heavy iron handle in his right hand. He held it up over
his left shoulder as he walked u p to Sin~psonand said, "I saw you kick
my dog. If you ever kick that dog again, 1'11 spread your brains the
width of this valley."
Simpson, with eyes half shut, said, "Oh, yeah?" As h e reached
out to grab the iron handle, Gentry stepped back, swung low and hit
Simpson across the front of both legs below the knee. Simpson let out a
loud, screeching yell and fell forward. Gentry was about to hit him
again across the back or o n the back of the head when someone
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grabbed him. Simpson couldn't fight and he couldn't run or walk.
Both of his shin bones were broken. Four men carried him out of the
corral and put him in a car. Gentry understood someone took him to
the Elko Hospital.
Gentry said, "C'mon, Kelley - let's go," as he climbed over the
corral fence and walked to his pickup with the dog following. Carpenter came on close behind him. Gentry cranked the pickup and as
he opened the truck door, Kelley jumped up on the seat. When Gentry
was about to climb in, Carpenter said to him, "Hey, wait a minute how much do I owe you?"
"Oh, hell - nothing, nothing at all. I was glad to help you load
the train, but I think you owe Kelley a bit of thanks."
"1 sure do, yes, I sure do. If it wasn't for him we wouldn't have
half the lambs loaded by now. I want to talk to you about him. You
see, I buy lambs all over this western country. That dog would save me
a lot of time, trouble and expense. He'd be worth a thousand dollars or
more to me. I've just got to have him. 1'11 tell you what, I'll -"
Gentry cut him short by saying, "Now, you just wait a minute I'll tell you what. Let's suppose this country was ruled by a king. Let's
suppose I had a wife, a very beautiful woman. Let's suppose she had
the shape of Venus de Milo and a face like Diana. Suppose she won a
national beauty contest and two beauty prizes in Paris. Suppose with
all that she had a nice, quiet, peaceful disposition and I knew she loved
me very much. If the king said to me, 'Carl Gentry, you can't have
them both, you'll have to give up o n e o r the other, either the wife or
that little black dog,' I'd say, 'Okay, take the wife; I'll keep the dog."'
After a bit of silence Carpenter said, "Well, I guess it's no use. I'll
come borrow hiin again next year."
Gentry got into the pickup and started down the road toward the
Triune Ranch, 175 miles away, with Kelley seated beside him, panting
as he watched the landscape pass.

The Great Drouth
T h e years of 1932 and 1933 had been dry years in Nevada, and in
1934 came the driest year in the memory of man. By that time Gentry
had over six thousand sheep, two winter herds of three thousand each.
At shearing time he branded his old original herd with the figure 8 in
black paint. He branded the Adams-McGill sheep and their descendants with a big G in green paint, and the dry yearlings, after they were
separated out from the lambing herds, he branded with his Triune cow
brand in red paint. He did this because during the summer his old herd
would be ranged on part of the south mountains and the Adan~sMcGill sheep would range on Johnson Creek, and in Birch Creek and
Trout Creek Canyons over on t h e Utah side of his range. He wanted to
put those race horses as far away from their old Spring Valley Range as
he could get them. Sheep -dumb as they are - do come to know the
range they graze. If placed on the same range each summer, they feel
at home eventually, are easier to herd and do better physically. In
order to put all the sheep on the same range each summer, Gentry
used a different brand and different color of paint on each herd.
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That spring of 1931 he had two large lambing herds of about
twenty-five hundred ewes each. It had been necessary to greatly enlarge his lambing ground by digging two ditches across Spring Creek
Flat, making about twenty rniles of running water and several reservoirs fed froni Spring Creek. Not a drop of rain or a single snowflake
had fallen on the Deep Creek Valley froni July 1933 to April 1934.
Spring Creek in April 1934 was only about half its normal size, but still
with the ditches and reservoirs there was enough water for Gentry's
sheep - but n o feed. No grass at all had grown 011 Spring Creek Flat
- not even a weed. The horscbrusl~,usually a foot or more tall, green
and tender, was about two inches high, very dry and brittle. The white
sage hadn't grown at all. Eve11 the sagebrush, where there were patches
of that, was dry, hard and brittle.
All the sheep were sheared before the first laii-lb was born, but
there was no sale for the wool. T h e Great Depression was in full swing.
Gentry couldn't get enough for his wool to pay to haul it to the
railroad, so it was left piled up in bags at the shearing corral.
Many small springs dried up completely. Most of the large springs
poured out barely enough to water a saddle horse. Streams dwindled
down to a trickle. Gentry sold all but fifty head of liis cattle before they
starved to death. He couldn't sell any of his sheep at any price.
Another lambing was at hand. He planned to lamb the black
figure 8 herd along the Spring Creek proper and lamb the green G herd
along the Highland Ditch in the foothills of the south mountains. He
would use the middle ditch across Spring Creek Flat for bunches of
ewes and lambs when they got older and ready to dock. A splendid
lambing ground if there had been any feed - there wasn't!
After shearing each herd they moved up on the lambing ground.
The sheep were restless, poor and hungry, but they could still run like
race horses. Those cussed Adanls-McGill sheep were still heading
westward. Even the ewes of the figure 8 herd cared little for their
Ian-tbs. They had been born and raised on this range but still were very
restless. They were starving. Every step was southward. They looked
towards the South Mountains and it seemed the memory of green lush

hills of former years gave added strength to their weak, wobbly legs,
and great determination to their sheepy minds.
Ten extra nien, five for each camp, were hired. They worked hard
and long hours and still were unable to catch and tie or hobble half the
wayward ewes that ran off and left their lambs. After a few days Gentry
hired two Indians from the Reservation to haul alfalfa hay froni the
h o m e ranch up onto the lanibi~lgground five or six miles away. Working from sunup to sundown they couldn't make more than four loads a
day, even with Valentine's help in loading the wagons at the ranch
stackyard. Four big loads of alfalfa hay a day were barely a mouthful or
so for each sheep.
Kelley, despite his approaching old age, worked from daylight
until dark catching wayward ewes or driving small bunches of ewes and
lambs this way or that. Every night h e lay on Gentry's coat spread out
o n the ground and guarded some bunch of ewes and lambs from the
coyotes and bobcats.
When lanibing had been in progress about ten days, Gentry said
to his men, "These sheep are starving. W e can't haul enough hay to
feed them. We'll have to get off this hot, barren, windswept flat and
get the sheep up into the hills where there must be some feed of
some sort.''
At the docking corral they docked out the lambs that were old
enough and then drove all the sheep toward the mountains whether
they saved any lanibs or not. T h e y tried to save the grown sheep. Some
of them died on Spring Creek Flat and they kept on dying all summer,
because there was very little feed in the mountains. It was a sad time
for Carl Gentry. He wished h e had never seen a sheep in all his life.
H e felt that his constant companion, his little black dog Kelley, shared
his grief for the present and worry for the future. When fall came,
Gentry had only a few wether lambs to sell and 1-10 old gunimers,
because the old sheep he would have culled out were all dead.
After three bad years Gentry was down to one winter herd during
the winter of 1934-1935. During that winter there came quite a bit of
snow and some rain in the spring. Nineteen thirty-five was still a dry
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year, but it seemed the drouth was about over, and after a good lambing that spring, Gentry was on his way up again. Kelley was twelve
years old but still a hard-working dog. Gentry noticed, however, that
he didn't seem to see as well as in the past. On looking closely at the
dog's eyes, he thought he could see just a little fogginess in them.

Frigid Agony
There had been a rabies epidemic in Nevada in 1915 and later in
some other western states. For many years thereafter the United States
Government paid trappers to trap predatory animals, mostly coyotes,
all over the western states. Sheep ranchers were pleased to furnish a
Government trapper free board and lodging if he would trap on the
rancher's sheep range.

A Government trapper named "Slim" Boland was stationed at the
Triune Ranch during the winter of 1935-1936, which was quite a cold
one. During December the thermometer dipped to twenty below zero
on many nights. Carl Gentry was absent from the ranch about two
weeks in December. He returned on the evening of December 2211d. It
was a cold night. He expected Kelley to greet him but that did not
happen. When Gentry first went into the kitchen he said to ''Till?
Beans," who still worked for him, "Where's Kelley?"
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"I don't know, for sure, but old Jack thinks maybe he went down
to McCurdy7sbecause there is a bitch there in heat and the other dogs
went down there."
"How long has h e been gone?"
"Oh, I don't know. Let's see - three or four days, anyway."
Gentry went out to the bunkhouse and questioned old John
Jackson - "Happy Jack" - the choreman who still worked for him,
and Valentine. Neither of them had seen the dog lately. "Happy Jack"
figured out he had been gone three days and nights. Gentry was worried and distressed that no one had gone to look for the dog.
"Where is Slim?" he asked.
"Oh," said Valentine, "he pulled up all his trapline and left some
days ago. Said he was going to Tippett Ranch to trap. The dog might
have gone along with him. They were getting pretty friendly. Kelley
went along with Slim sometimes when he ran his trapline."
"Oh, my God!" said Gentry, as he left the bunkhouse.
All that night Gentry rolled and tossed in his sleep and lay awake
much of the night worrying over what could have happened to Kelley.
The next morning he was up and dressed before daylight. After a few
gulps of hot coffee prepared by himself, he got into his pickup and
headed down the Valley. He was at the next ranch - McCurdy's before anyone was up. Kelley was not there. As he drove along from
ranch to ranch on the west side of the valley, he kept thinking, maybe
Kelley's in one of Slim's traps somewhere.
After calling at the fourth ranch and no one had seen Kelley, he
decided he was wasting time. If Kelley were in a trap, he'd better try to
find him before dark so the dog would not have to spend another
miserably cold night.
Gentry turned his car around, went back home and then on to the
Tippett Ranch twenty miles to the west. Fortunately, "Slim" Boland
was there.
"Hey, Slim," said Gentry, "when you left my ranch did you pick
up all your traps?"
"No, I was short three - couldn't find 'em."
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"Well, my dog Kelley is missing - been gone three or four days
- maybe he's in one of your traps. What part of the country did your
last line of traps cover?"
"Well, let's see now. 1 went over that first ridge of the hills east of
your place. I had two or three traps in that first swale or wide gully
running north and south. Let's see - from there I lumped over east,
clear over the next hills to that wide open draw they call Round Valley.
You know, along the bottom of that swale there's quite a good-sized
wash with tall purple sage along each side of it. Well, I set about
twenty traps all up and down that wash, usually just outside the tall
brush where the coyotes trot along, you know."
"When you left did you pick up all your traps from there?"
"No - all but three I couldn't find."
"Did you have any traps set anywhere else?"
"No, just over the first ridge and then along that wash."
"When did you pick up the traps?"
"Let's see." After a bit of silence he said, "It was three days ago."
"When you went out to look at your traps, did my dog Kelley ever
go with you?"
"Yes, he did a time or two."
"Did he go with you that last time when you went out to pick up
the traps?"
"Let me think - yes, he did, by golly. I remember now, because
he was awfully excited about a coyote I found in one of the traps - but
I'm pretty sure he came back to the ranch with me. Could be mistaken
about that, but I'm pretty sure that dog came back with me."
"Well, thanks a lot."
There were still several hours of daylight left, as it was not noon
yet. Gentry drove those twenty miles home as fast as the old pickup
could take the rough country road. W h e n he reached the Triune, he
drove the car into the bunkhouse yard and without even going into the
house or the mess house for something to eat, he ran to the stable
across the creek. He threw his saddle on his bay horse he always kept in
the stable in the wintertime, and a few moments later rode out t h e
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south gate where he could turn east over the hills. Damn! He had
forgotten his binoculars! He should have his field glasses, so he went
back to the adobe house, threw the strap of his binocular case over his
neck and left shoulder, got on his horse and continued his journey. As
soon as he had passed out the south gate, he turned east up over that
first ridge of hills where Slim had said he set the first traps of the line.
Those hills were not very tall but they were steep little ridges, one after
another, running generalIy north and south.

reached the tall brush that grew along the wash, he stopped and listened again. All was still. He called out in a loud voice, "Here, Kelley;
here, Kelley." T h e dog began barking furiously. The sound came from
lower down on the wash. When Gentry rounded an extra large clump
of tall purple sage, there was Kelley, still barking with all his lung
power. The bay horse began to snort and shy. Gentry got off, holding
the hackamore rope in his left hand. T h e nervous horse almost got
away from him but soon quieted down. The little black dog was jubilant and exultant in his greeting. His tail wagged so fast the sight of it
blurred. He had stopped the loud barking and kept up his mild-voiced,
"Woof-woof, woof-woof. "

As Gentry topped each ridge, he stopped, took out the binoculars
and scanned all the country around him. He also listened carefully to
see if he could hear a dog barking Eventually he came to the last ridge
on the west side of the wide swale called Round Valley. Again he took
out the glasses and raised them to his face. It was a very cold day with a
cruel north wind, but the air was clear. His eyes watered so badly from
the cold wind h e had to drop the glasses and wipe his eyes. As Gentry's
eyes followed along the line of tall brush h e knew grew along the banks
of the small wash at the bottom of the little valley where Slim had told
him he had set the traps, he suddenly saw a black speck he was sure did
not belong there. He held his breath to steady his hands. Then he
wiped his eyes and looked again without breathing. The black speck
moved. Gentry's heart leaped and pounded. He put the glasses back in
the case and turned his horse down the side of the hill he had been
standing on.
Carl knew that in all these swales and hollows there were many
badger holes now covered with snow, and galloping was dangerous,
but he put the spurs to his bay horse and galloped toward the black
speck. After leaving the top of the ridge he could no longer see the
object, but pushed on toward the area where he had seen it.
T h e horse made a loud swishing noise in the snow. At one point
Gentry heard something h e thought might be a dog barking. He stopped the horse and sat still for a moment. Through the cold biting air
there came to his listening ears the plain, distinct barking of a dog. His
heart began to beat rapidly. He went o n with added speed. When he

Gentry saw that the dog's right hind leg was held by the hard cruel
jaws of a coyote trap. When he felt the foot, he found it was frozen
hard and solid. The dog must have tried to chew his foot off before it
froze, because there were red spots of blood on the trampled snow, and
two toes were gone. Gentry was very slow and careful in releasing the
jaws of the trap, as he was afraid the dog's foot might fall off.
It was late in the day and a bitter, cold, piercing wind started to
blow from the north as Gentry, down on his knees, petted the dog until
he quieted down. The dog licked his hands and his face whenever it
came within reach. As Carl kneeled there in the snow petting the dog,
he cried like a child, but his heart was filled with joy that he had found
Kelley while still alive. He took off his corduroy, sheepskin-lined coat
and wrapped it around the little dog. As he shivered in that cold wind,
he wondered how he could get the dog to the ranch. T h e dog could
walk on three feet and probably would have been able to reach the
ranch house about four miles away, but Gentry knew the trip would be
slow and very painful for him, struggling through the snow, about two
feet deep, even if he followed in the horse's tracks. Some way or other
h e would have to get the dog up on the horse with him.
Gentry decided he would put him up on the saddle and then get
u p on the horse himself behind the saddle. He found that wouldn't
work at all. This horse was so high-strung and nervous the man
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couldn't get the dog near him. With loud snorts the horse kept jumping clear out to the end of the hackamore rope, and a few times nearly
jerked the man offhis feet. Gentry wished then he had ridden some old
plug o n this venture.
At the foot of a ridge, about two hundred yards away, there was a
fair-sized cedar tree with the trunk exposed in plain sight. Gentry
picked up the dog, wrapped in his sheepskin coat, and leading the
horse, trudged through the snow to the tree. He tied the horse to the
tree with its nose near the trunk. He tied the rope with a slip bow knot
so he could pull it loose after he got on the horse. He rewrapped the
coat around the dog and tied the arms in a knot so he could run his left
arm through the loop and thus more securely hold the dog under his
left arm. When he got near the horse with his live burden, the horse
snorted, ~ u l l e dback and jumped around so much Gentry was unable
to get up on the saddle until the third or fourth try. Finally he made it.
He could reach the end of the hackamore rope. When he pulled the
rope and untied the slip knot so the horse was loose, the horse acted as
if he were going to buck. The bridle had a severe bit and Gentry was
able to hold the horse's head up and prevent him from bucking or
starting off o n a run. After awhile he quieted down and all went well,
except every now and then the horse's left ear turned back and he
turned his head to the left so he could see the dog's head sticking up
out of the bundle the man held resting on his left leg. When he saw the
dog up on his back, the horse would give a loud snort and start walking
sideways to the right. By the time they reached the ranch, it was dark
but moonlight. Gentry, minus his coat, was so chilled and stiff he was
barely able to get off the horse, still holding the dog under his cramped
left arm. With fumbling hands he tied the horse to a fence post and
then carried Kelley over to the mess house.
"Tilly Beans" was all aflutter. Old "Happy Jack" was there sitting
by the cookstove. He said, "Better put that foot in a bucket of cold
water and let it thaw out slow or he'll lose it."
"Tilly Beans" got a small pail of cold water and put the dog's right
hind leg in it.
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Gentry said, "I'll bet he's pretty hungry. That dog's been out there
in a trap three days and two nights with nothing to eat."
"Tilly Beans" rustled up some leftovers.
"Happy Jack" said, "Better not feed him too much too fast - sure
make him sick. And you better not keep him in this warm kitchen too
long - too hot. He's used to cold. Can't take it too hot. Too much
change."
After taking the saddle off his horse and turning him loose in the
feed lot, Gentry ate what "Tilly Beans" prepared for him, and then he
lined a large grocery box with sheep pelts as a bed for Kelley, and put it
in his adobe house beside his own bed, where he could reach over and
pet the dog as they both went to sleep. Gentry remembered that someone once wrote that when a man shares with his dog the trials and
hardships of a profession or an occupation such as the herding of
sheep, the affection warms and strengthens until it fills the soul. He
couldn't remember the exact words but was sure that was the thought,
anyway.
For a few days Kelley wore a bandage on his right hind leg where
the steel jaws of the trap had rubbed all the flesh off the bones. At least
three times a day Gentry took off the bandage, doctored the leg by
washing it with warm water and then applying salve - usually Vaseline - before h e rebandaged it with strips of clean white cloth he tore
from some new dish towels.
T h e weather was very cold but the adobe house, with a wood fire
in the big box cast-iron stove, was probably too warm for Kelley until
the fire died down and the room where Gentry slept cooled off after
about midnight. Kelley, with his lame leg, just couldn't be put out
in the cold to spend the night even in his big grocery box kennel near
the door. In the house there was an old-style, dome-topped wooden
trunk of very heavy construction. It was a large trunk. Gentry decided
it would make an ideal kennel for Kelley. He removed the clothes and
other stuff h e kept in it and cut a hole sixteen inches wide in one end,
and filed the edges sn~ooth.In the granary there was a large pile of
sheep pelts. Some of them had long wool. He ~ i c k e dout several of the
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best hides and asked "Tilly Beans" to wash them with soap and hot
water.
T h e cook did a good job on the hides and when they had dried
they were clean and fresh. Gentry lined the old trunk by nailing the
clean sheep pelts on the floor and all sides. He filled the curved dome
of the lid with three layers of sheep pelts and held them in place when
the lid was closed by placing some one-inch slats across the top of the
side walls. He closed the opening at the end with two layers of a heavy
horse blanket nailed across the top, leaving the bottom and sides loose
so the dog could go in and out any time he pleased and the door would
always close behind him. Kelley had, perhaps, the warmest kennel any
dog ever had. After the trunk kennel was finished, Gentry left Kelley
outdoors except when he brought the dog in the house to dress his
injured leg and to pet him for awhile. Gradually some flesh and skin
grew to cover the exposed bone surfaces and then the bandages were
omitted, but Gentry looked a t the leg at least once a day to be sure
nothing was going wrong with it.
By shearing time in April, Kelley was again a hard-working corral
dog, and he worked hard all through lambing in May. His right rear
paw was minus two toes and h e seemed to favor that foot. He ran more
sideways than a dog usually does when trotting, and every once in
awhile he held his right hind leg u p off the g o u n d for a few jumps
when running. Anacabe said, "Your dog is good at 'rithmetic. He puts
down three and carries one."

Old Age
Kelley had been born sometime in the spring of 1923, so in the
spring of 1936 h e was thirteen years old. That would be the same as a
human being ninety-one years old, yet he was surprisingly active during sheep-shearing and lambing that spring. He could still catch a
wayward ewe and delay her forward speed long enough for a man to
run up and grab her. His eyes looked a little foggy.
One day when Gentry sent the dog up on a mountainside to bring
down a small bunch of sheep, he did not respond very well to the
signals Gentry gave him by waving his coat one way and then the
other. Gentry decided the dog probably had difficulty seeing his coat as
he waved it in the air. A day or so later Gentry observed that the dog
did not respond promptly when spoken to in a low voice. His hearing
was no doubt failing, as well as his eyesight. When he took Kelley back
to the home ranch after lambing was all over, he took the dog over to
the mess house kitchen and said to "Tilly Beans," "Kelley is going to
be retired. He has earned a long rest. I'll take hini with me whenever I
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go in the truck, but he is not going on the lamb drive this fall, and he is
not going to load any more sheep on railroad cars. Whenever I leave
him here o n the ranch and I am gone, I want you to see he has all he
wants to eat, even if the men have to kill a beef. Is that understood?"

During the next two summers when Gentry went up on the
mountain summer range to count the sheep, he did not take Kelley
along, because the old dog would have a hard time to keep up with a
saddle horse. During the fall, winter and spring, whenever he drove
the pickup out to sheep camp to deliver supplies or count the sheep, he
took Kelley along, but the old dog could not see or hear well enough to
be of much help, so was usually left sitting in the truck. Gentry still
received his slurpy, wet, doggy kiss whenever he got his face or hands
within the dog's reach.
One hot day in August 1938 when Gentry came in from the
hayfield, h e went to the clover patch to pet Kelley and see how he was
getting along. T h e dog did not greet him with his usual, "Woof-woof,
woof-woof." He was lying on his side and did not get up on his feet as
he usually did whenever Carl arrived. He did wag his tail -but only a
couple of weak thumps on the ground.
Gentry got down on his knees, petted the dog's head and said,
"Kelley, old boy, you don't seem to feel very spry today. Are you all
right?"
The dog thumped his tail two or three times and raised his head.
Gentry sat down on the ground with Kelley's head in his lap. As he
stroked the top of the dog's head and partly down his back, he noticed
the dog was not panting as dogs usually do. He was breathing through
the nose but his flank was rising and falling in rather rapid succession.
As he talked to him and petted him, the dog turned his head so he
looked straight at the man's face. Gentry noticed the dog's eyes were no
longer dark brown. They were completely covered by a light gray
scum. His heart was sad. Kelley must now be completely blind, and h e
probably couldn't hear a word Gentry had been saying to him in a soft
low voice. Well, after all, he was fifteen years old - 105 years if he
had been a man.
Kelley couldn't see or hear but Gentry felt sure h e was aware
of his presence, because as he stroked the dog's head, the tail kept
thumping the ground. Yes, no doubt the old dog knew the touch of
Carl's hand.

"Tilly Beans" promised to take good care of Kelley whenever
Gentry was away. She did. After Kelley stopped work he began to
get fat.
About two years back Gentry had built a new frame house, and
then h e tore down the old adobe because he was afraid the heavy dirt
roof might cave in on him when wet after a storm. Where the old
adobe had stood, there was a fenced-in plot of ground, about half an
acre in size. Gentry turned this into a patch of thick white clover to
serve as a big lawn in front of the new house. Along the front side,
facing the road, was an irrigation ditch lined with English willow trees.
That summer of 1936 Gentry sawed the old grocery box kennel in
two so the bottom could be one bed for Kelley and the top, when
turned upside down, could be another bed. He put a sheep pelt on the
bottom of each one and some of his own old clothes, so the dog would
feel near him as when he lay on Gentry's coat to guard a bunch of ewes
and lambs. One box bed was placed out in the patch of clover where it
would be in the sun all day. The other one was placed under one of the
large trees near the ditch bank in deep shade. The dog could take his
pick, either sunshine or shade, any time of the day. When winter
came, he would have his warm, sheepskin-lined bed in the old dometopped trunk.

A few days later Gentry noticed the dog slept most of the day, but
h e seemed to prefer lying in the cool green clover rather than on either
bed. There was a circular concrete flagpole base in front of the house.
Carl was surprised to find that sometimes the dog preferred to sit or lie
on the cement. He wondered why any dog would prefer such a hard
surface to a nice soft bed in a big box or a cool patch of clover - but if
dogs could talk, they probably would tell us many things we don't
know about them.
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As Gentry sat there on the ground in that patch of white clover
with the dog's head in his lap, he suddenly was aware of the fact the
dog had stopped breathing. Kelley was dead! For a long time the man
sat there on the ground holding the dead dog.
"What shall I do with him?" he asked himself.
Thought rambled on. He was a great little dog. He should have a
decent burial, headstone and all.
Gentry thought back over the years he and Kelley had spent
together on the sheep range, and decided he would build a casket out
of some new lumber he had on hand, and then bury Kelley on the top
of Mt. Cherry, the highest peak of the South Mountains, on the range
where the dog had spent much of his life.
He picked the dead dog up and laid him in the square grocery box
bed under the tree where he would be in the shade. He folded the limp
legs under the body as h e would later lie in the casket, because soon
rigor mortis would set in and it would be difficult to place the dog
properly in his coffin.
Gentry didn't want any dinner. He told the rest of the men to go
back to the hayfield without him. From one-inch redwood boards he
built a coffin, three feet long, two feet deep. He lined it with pieces of
sheep pelt and carried it over to where the dead dog was lying. As he
went to pick up Kelley, he saw the dog was lying on one of the old
corduroy coats Gentry had worn - one of the coats he used to take off
and put on the ground for Kelley to lie on when he was left to guard a
bunch of ewes and lambs. He decided he would put the coat in the
coffin and let Kelley lie in death as he had done in life, so he wrapped
the edges and the sleeves of the coat around him and gently placed the
dog, coat and all in the casket. There was barely enough room. He
nailed the lid on and then stood there for awhile in silent sadness, but
comforted by the thought that Kelley would be snug and warm when
winter snows fell deep on the top of Mt. Cherry.
The End

OLD AGE

